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nn CATEGORIZING NATURAL GROUPS 

2.2. Sources and tools for national 
IdentityIdentity creation 

Theree are only a limited number of ways of constructing an identity for groups, though the 

numberr of existing identities are, of course, countless. As the focus of academic nationalism is 

thee nation (or region), this section explores how various 

formss of identity are constructed within a limited range of 

parameters,, such as class, race, and language. In my work 

onn academic nationalism, me collection of materials served 

too find out how conceptions of the nation-state, ethnic 

groups,, races, classes, regions, East and West are 

constructedd in Chinese and Japanese academic theory, in 

meetingss of scholars of various political and academic 

background.. I also wanted to know how and why these 

constructionss change in time. To simplify my vocabulary, I 

speakk of "groups" and not of, for instance, Japan, the 

Ainu,, China, East, West, or the capitalists. The distinctions made between the ways in which 

groupp identity is created are of analytical value. In reality, various combinations of categories 

combinee into an infinite number of group-identities. 

AA general analysis of the basic sources and categories used for delineating groups 

makess for a broad distinction between natural groups, regional groups or cultural zones, and 

globalistt groups or civilizations. These distinctions are heuristic and are used to acquire an 

ideaa of the flexibility  with which academics construct their notions of group identity (in this 

casee national and regional identity), and of finding out which approaches make allowances for 

nationall  change, development, and exchange and which employ rigid definitions of national 

identity. . 

Criteri a a 
group p 
delineation n 

Natural: : 

Cultural : : 

Globalist t 

'(Structural ) ) 
(temporal) ) 
(environmental) ) 

Kinship p 
evolution n 
ecology y 

Linguisti c c 
historical l 
cosmology y 

Worldd language 
naturall  equality 
knowledge e 

1.. Natural Group Marker s and Socio-Political Consequences 

Naturall  groups are groups constructed on the basis of, for example, gender, age, race, species, 

climate,, geography, natural habitat, and consanguinity. Such categories are markers expressing 

thee (human) unalterability of groups as they are sources for the creation of "natural" 

difference.. Natural markers facilitate symbolic manipulation on the basis of meanings 

extractedd from what is perceived as natural, provide crude means of discrimination, and 
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legitimizee and consolidate rigid divisions in social organization and in the distribution of 

powerr over society. "Natural" classifications of people are based on to humans unalterable 

factors,, such as (quasi-) biological features (e.g., "race," "primitivity"), 1 environmental 

factorss (geographical location, climate, natural resources) and/or kinship structure (clan, 

gender,, blood, age). The point here is not that these categories are determined by nature, for 

alll  mental perceptions of nature must eventually pass through the human mind, but that these 

categoriess are thought of as natural, and by implication considered unalterable, traditional, and 

inclinedd to natural balance. The academic who makes predominant use of such categories in 

thee analysis of social behaviour is bound to have rigid and static notions about the potentials 

off  human development, and may regard cultural and political factors as a result of a "natural" 

processs of the development of human society. Such, mainly, "natural" arguments often 

combinee physical characteristics with environmental markers, and categories of territory and 

descentt Of course, these notions have implications also for the ways in which culture is 

viewed.. For example, sometimes the concept of "Chinese race/nation" [Zhonghua Minzu] is 

regardedd as a racial concept though in other contexts it is not. Therefore, I find it instructive 

too check if such a concept is used in the context of "natural" theories, "cultural" theories, or 

"globalist""  theories. Even though the practice of labelling people can always be regarded in 

thee light of the politics of producing difference, it is of great relevance to specify what kind of 

boundariess are erected between categories and therefore what kind of classification system is 

deployed.. The symbolic walls that are erected between different groups by the three 

classificationn systems discussed here are of various heights, tenaciousness, and hardness. 

Thereforee it is helpful to realize to which realm of categorization the applied concepts of 

discriminationn belong. The use of some concepts of discrimination, such as the genetic 

differentiationn marker, may convey an impression of cruel racial discrimination. On second 

sight,, its usage may turn out to be relatively innocent and be based on a misplaced emphasis 

off  cultural difference. The use of "Zhonghua," for example, apart from political, has both 

ll  For  examples of discourses on "race"  in modem China, see Frank Dikötter  [ 1992; 1997). Dikötter  refuses to 
providee a ready-made definition of racism: "By imposing a definition of an ideal type of 'racism,' racial discourses 
whichh do not conform to the imposed model are ignored, marginalised or  trivialised."  [Dikötter  1997: 4] However, he 
doess give us a clue to the use of the concept: ". . all primaril y group human populations on the basis of some biological 
signifier,, be it skin colour, body height, hair  texture or  head-shape,"  [Dikötter  1997: 5) suggesting that socially 
constructedd "races"  can be contrasted with socially constructed "ethnicities.** 
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raciall  and cultural connotations, depending on the timing of its use, and the background and 

frameframe of thought of the author. 

2.. Origins, Coherent Force, and Consanguinity: Dialectical Unity of Merger  Through 

Struggle e 

Zhonghuaa is another word for China, and in the 1990s it was often employed to express racial 

politicall  correctness. When writing about the myths of Chinese origins, for instance, the 

Chinesee descent from the dragon, the Yellow Emperor or Peking Man, scholars often use the 

conceptt of Zhonghua Mirtzu to point out the importance of Zhonghua as an organic unity 

betweenn different clans and ethnic groups. The concept of Zhonghua Minzu is translated as 

bothh Chinese race and Chinese Nation.2 In Chinese there is no one word in referring to 

"nation,""  as distinct from "state" [guo].3 Alternatives include "people" [renmin] and "race" 

[minzu],, and its derivative "Han race" [Hanzu] and "Chinese race" [Zhonghua Minzu]. The 

reformerr Liang Qichao [1873-1929] complained that the Chinese people were unable to put a 

namee to their country. The historical community was referred to by dynasty rather than by 

country,, for example "the Great Qing State" [Daa Qing Guo].4 "Zhongguo" [Central country] 

hadd been used before the modern period but it designated neither the country nor the state 

itself;; it referred only in the most general of terms to the place of the emperor at the centre of 

22 The concept of minzu is usually translated as "nation"  or  "people"  but in many contexts clearly has racial 
overtones.. According to Dikotter  [1992: 108-91, at a conference in 1962 H was decided to use the concept of minzu in a 
broadd sense including biological, political and ethnic features of tribe, nation, state, people, or  ethnic minority . 

33 The concept of nation in English, Russian, German and French all can mean both nation [minzu ($]&] and 
statee [guojia B £ ] , the two concepts are intimately related. In China this is not so: First, historical circumstances are 
different;;  second, the linguistic systems in relation to nation and state are different For  example, Tibetan and 
Mongoliann make a clear  distinction between the minzu and guojia. The first refers to cultural and the second to 
politicall  aspects. Only recently the two tend to be combined into the concept of minzu. For  example, minzu in the 
conceptt  of Zhonghua Minzu is first of all political, and cultural and psychological elements come only second. This 
minzuminzu is clearly different from the zu in Mengzu [Mongol nationality] . Zangzu (Tibetan nationality] , and Chaoxianzu 
[Koreann nationality] . In English guojia can be expressed through the concepts of state, nation or  country. State refers 
too political unity, nation to the historical emergence of national independence, and country stresses the territorial 
delineationn of a state. In Chinese these concepts can only be translated as guojia. If we say "th e guojia is a dictatorial 
organ",, we clearly mean state, not nation or  country. Because some people muddle up cultural and political aspects of 
nation,, the concept of "national contradiction"  is interpreted as "class contradiction,"  and "national differences"  as a 
politicall  distinction between political factions. In China, in the 19th century, new political aspects of class struggle 
weree added to the meaning of the politico-cultural community. This mix up set off an, originally , rather  loose national 
consciousness.. [Nari Bilige 1990] 

«« "Zhongguo jiruo suyuan tun"  [On the Source of China's Weakness], 1900 in Yinbingshi wenji. [Fitzgerald 
1995::  86] 
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thee world "Zhonghua" first appeared in the formal designation of state as Zhonghua Minguo 

[Republicc of China] in 1912.5 

InIn the 1990s, discussions on the origins of Zhonghua had links both with debates that 

stresss political culture and to those that stress race, though the former clearly have gained the 

upperr hand. Even though racial terms may be deployed in debates of both culture and nature 

groupings,, and both kinds of debate may aim to delineate China from the rest of the world, 

thee paradigmatic context clearly differs. According to Jin Binggao [1992], for example, the 

conceptt of Zhonghua Minzu originates in the Wei and Jin dynasties. Initially, Jin argues, it 

wass used in astronomy, and is an aggregate of Zhongguo and Huaxia In Chinese history, 

Zhonghuaa came to be used in history, astronomy, geography, culture, law, politics and 

ethnology.. Zhonghua as a geographical name refers to units of national administration, such as 

provincess and districts. But in times of unity it refers to the entire country, and in times of 

separationn it refers to the Central Plains,6 Therefore, Jin argues, as a geographical term 

"Zhongguo""  and "Zhonghua" are identical; and, as an ethnological concept, "Zhonghua" 

mainlymainly used to refer to the Han nationality. "Minzu" was translated from Japanese during the 

latee 19th century and beginning of the 20th century, and was used to express the meaning of 

"race,""  or "people." Not long after, it was combined with Zhonghua into Zhonghua Minzu 

andd became widely used. But at first, Jin maintains, the concept referred to the Han Chinese 

only;; later on, it included both the Han and other ethnic groups.7 

Clearlyy there is no agreement about when the term was used first and from what 

contextt it acquired its meaning. Chen Liankai [1992], for example, maintains that the concept 

onlyy came into being in the twentieth century, though the notion of Zhonghua territory goes 

backk to the "original source" of the Nation. According to most scholars, the term of 

ZhonghuaZhonghua Minzu became a commonly used concept only in the beginning of the twentieth 

century.. Attempting to revive China, Sun Yat-sen used the generic terms of Huaxia, 

Zhongguo,, and Zhonghua After the revolution of 1911, he spoke of the unity of the 

ZhonghuaZhonghua Minzu [Zhonghua race], which included only five ethnic groups.8 Nevertheless, 

**  Johnston 1985: 57. 
66 Central Plains: Zhongyuan tfifit . 

77 Jin Binggao 1992: 43-4. 

**  Heberer  1989: 18. 
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academicc nationalists emphasize Zhonghua's ancient roots. Chen insists that the origin of 

ZhonghuaZhonghua Minzu is located on Zhonghua territoiy. Archaeology in New China [xin 

zhongguo],, he maintains, has proved that no scientific evidence for either the orthodox view 

off  the origin of China in the Central Plains along the middle and lower reaches of the Yellow 

river,river, or for the 17th century "foreign thesis," which says that the race of Zhonghua 

civilizationn entered China from abroad Chen claims that there is proof that Zhonghua origins 

liee in China. Until now, Chen argues, only on Zhonghua territory one can find fossils of all 

thee stages of human development from ancient apeman up to homo sapiens. An evolution 

chartt can be drawn of the development of the Zhonghua race on the basis of archaeological 

evidence,, most of which points at an origin in Southwest China. Moreover, after the 

discoveryy of Peking Man and Hetao Man, evidence was found that the features of ancient 

Huaxiaa man were related to those of the Mongolian race (yellow race). The ancient Mongolian 

Liujiangg Man, compared to the Mountain Cave Man, in the later stage of the development of 

homohomo sapiens, already showed a considerable difference between northern and southern 

features.99 Furthermore, the features of the Mongolian race are related to thee Zhonghua in the 

Earlyy Stone Age. This proves, Chen asserts, that ancient Zhonghua already harboured various 

raciall  groups. These ancient ancestors must have spread over Zhonghua territory to create 

mann and generate historic culture. The difference between European development and that of 

Chinaa is a qualitative one. Chen concludes mat the European imperium was based on military 

powerr and disintegrated, after which the pieces were no longer able to unite; Chinese history, 

however,, is characterized by a dialectical development of unity and differentiation, and after 

eachh time it disintegrated, an even stronger unity was generated.10 It is clear mat in Chen's 

vieww the Chinese capacity for survival is greater than that of Europe. 

Materiall  evidence is deployed in calling attention to competing civilizations for a 

placee at the beginning of history as origin of the Chinese Nation. Mu Hongli discusses 

materialss that prove the 7.000 year existence of Zhonghua Minzu culture placing its 

subsequentt development into Hongshan civilization, 2.000 year later, next to ancient 

99 Chen Liankai 1992: 40. 

100 Chen Liankai 1992:41-2. 
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civilizationss such as that of Babylon and Egypt1 * Unlike Chen Liankai, Mu traces the origins 

off  Zhonghua Minzu to the northern Hongshan culture, a hierarchic clan society that has left 

tracess of ceremony, nature worship and totemism. Mu argues that relics of ancient buildings, 

crockeryy and jade dragons show that the Hongshan influenced the culture of the Central 

Plainss and indicate its unity with Northern culture. Newly found evidence proves false the 

vieww that the Central Plains culture is the only cradle of Chinese civilization. It has now been 

shown,, Mu insists, that there were other sources of Zhonghua Minzu, proving that the 

civilizationss of the Yangtze, the middle reaches of the Yellow River [Huang He] and 

HongshanHongshan have started out separately and influenced one another later on, backing up the 

' thee unity of plurality-thesis."12 

Prooff  for the whereabouts of the origin of mankind is found in nature too. Jia Lanpo, 

thee Nestor of Chinese archaeology, from CAS, takes a polygenic approach to human 

evolution,, arguing that the earliest humans did not originate in Africa13 Jia believes that the 

earliestt humans originate within the borders of present-day China, on the Qinghai-Tibet 

plateau.144 Jia has noted that every country tries to expand its own history through the 

discoveryy of human fossil remains within its own territory. He believes Chinese scientists to 

bee in competition with foreigners working in Africa. This not only implies that humanoids 

livingg in territories now part of China were somehow "Chinese" but also that one purpose of 

palaeo-anthropologyy in China is to reinforce racial nationalism by showing the antiquity of 

thee pedigree of the contemporary Chinese people. The popular writings of Jia Lanpo have 

beenn officially commended for their role in patriotic education. Before the mid-1980s, Peking 

11 * Hongshan culture stretched out over  the provinces of Liaoning and Qingnai. 
Muu Hongli 1997: 89. 

122 The unity of pluralit y theory/thesis of Zhonghua Minzu: zhonghua minzu duoyuan yitilun tpfyfSMgrjt 

—#& & 
Muu Hongli 1997: 91-2. 
133 According to the Garden of Eden hypothesis, homo erector, the precursor  of homo sapiens, evolved in East 

Afric aa and spread out to Asia as early as two million years ago (or  at least prior  to one million year  ago). The 
subsequentt  migration "Out of Africa"  gave birt h to Homo erectus, which has been called both Peking Man and Java 
Man.. Homo erectus had reached Java about a million years ago, and survived to about 400 thousand years ago in China. 
Muchh later  - within the last 100,000 years - homo sapiens emerged, also in East Africa, and replaced homo erectus 
throughoutt  the Old World. [Cf. Barnes 1999: 43] 

ll**  Jia Lanpo and Huang Weiwen, Z7w story of Peking man: From archaeology to mystery, Beijing: Foreign 
Languagee Press, E1990. [quoted in Sautman 1997: 84] Also, see Jia Lanpo [E1989]. 
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mann was identified as the ancestor  not of the Chinese only, but of humanity as a whole.15 

"Coherentt  force"  [mngjuli MJ&f)]  is an important concept in knittin g together  the 

cultural ,, ethnic, developmental, and territoria l features of the development of the Chinese 

Nation.. This coherent force finds its expression in nature through the "blood"  and the 

interbreedingg of the superior  elements of various "races."  Li Shaolian analyzes Chinese 

historyy in terms of the three original Huaxia tribes: the Hua, Yi and Man [1990].16 By 

treatingg history with respect, Li argues, it is possible to elaborate on the material basis and 

spirituall  centre of the unity of China. This material basis and spiritual centre can be traced 

backk thousands of years to the Huaxia clans. China, Li maintains, is one of the world' s few 

nationss mat has not yielded to foreign aggression, or  internalized foreign factors and strength. 

Present-dayy China, Li asserts, consists of cultural and consanguine elements of the Huaxia, 

Man,, Yi, Xu and Yi clans.17 China is a mixed body of races. Because of this, Li argues, China 

formss a united poly-ethnic (poly-genetic) Nation, with 56 relatively closely affiliated 

nationalities.. Li describes how their  struggle, assimilation, and dialectical formation into one 

stablee Nation stimulated the historical function of Chinese civilization: national unity. The 

threee tribes originate in a unique, primitiv e Chinese society, which came about c. 7.500 years 

agoo (New Stone Age). The area over  which the tribes were spread covered a vast territory , 

andd this ancient society was characterized by clear  cultural traits, a fast pace of development, 

andd rapid social transition.18 Li' s main question deals with how the three influenced the 

developmentt  of Chinese civilization. First, their  coherent power  stimulated the 

communicationn between primitiv e tribes of different levels of development and spread over  a 

hugee territory , bringing about a united culture mat in time met the necessary conditions for 

thee establishment of the Chinese Nation; second, the Yellow emperor, who survived the wars 

amongg the three clans, transcended the power  of the individual chieftain and became the 

sovereign,, that is, the seed of national sovereignty; and, third , the cultures of the three clans 

isis Sautman 1997: 87-8. 

i«« Huaxia Sanbuzu $ X H $ £ : a generic term for  Huaxia, Xiongyi and Nanman. 

""  Li Shaolian 1990: 106. 

iss Li Shaolian 1990: 108. 
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becamee the basis of the Nation by the dialectics of merger through struggle.19 

Manyy socialist scholars, in contrast with Confucian academic nationalists, do not 

mindd referring to Chinese history as one of violent Spencerian contention. In this view, 

strugglee is not the agent of collapse but a natural source of becoming healthy necessary to a 

dialecticall  development of self-strengthening, that is, evolutionary survival.20 Thus, Li 

describess Zhonghua history as one of struggle and unity and, rather tautologically, as one in 

whichh the emperor survived The apparent need to explain differences in the Chinese genetic 

make-upp culminated in a 1997 article on "The Origin and Development of the Chinese Nation 

Fromm a Genetic Perspective" by Du Ruofu and Xiao Chunjie.21 On the basis of a genetic 

frequencyy analysis on the genetic relationship between the Han and the national minorities in 

Southh and North China, the authors conclude that, on average, the blood relationship between 

thee Han and national minorities in North and South, respectively, is very close, while the 

geneticc distance between North and South is wide.22 This proved, according to the Du and 

Xiao,, that the Han and the national minorities have very frequent consanguine 

communication.. The implication is that the Han and national minorities form an even closer 

familyy in their own half of the country than do the Han internally over the whole of China.23 

Thiss conclusion forms a weapon against any appeal for ethnic separation and pre-empts any 

attemptt by national minorities to create theories of ethnic uniqueness based on physiological 

particularity,, environmental adaptation or consanguinity. 

Inn the genre of classifications based on natural criteria various discussions take place 

onn questions of Zhonghua origin and forms of Zhonghua evolution. They seem to have in 

commonn a tendency to: 

-- expand history into the ancient past, if possible, at least as far as that of other known 

""  The three cultures were the Yangahao flWB, Dahanko A t t n , and Qujialingl!$J$ . 
UU Shaolian 1990: 108-10. 
200 In fact, Chinese intellectuals have historically made much use of the image of "struggle for  survival"  and 

"surviva ll  of the fittest"  in terms that took China and other  nation-states as the units that were in competition with one 
another.. Cf. Posey 1983; Fitzgerald 1996. 

211 Du Ruofu &  Xiao Chunjie 1997. Du Ruofu (b. 1930) is a Professor  in the Research Institut e for  Genetics at 
CAS;;  Xiao Chunjie (b. 1960) is a professor  in the Department for  Biology at Yunnan University. 

222 in other  words, genetic variation is greater  internally (between North and South) that it is between the Han 
andd minorities in North China, or  between the Han and minorities in South China. 

233 Du Ruofu &  Xiao Chunjie 1997 
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civilizations; ; 

-- establish a continuity between the origin and the present; 

-- stress the enormous consequences of the birth of the Zhonghua Nation for world civilization 

andd its development; 

-- ascribe the present unity of the people and/or positive prognosis for future developments of 

thee Chinese Nation to longstanding forms of historical development 

Thee ancient past is not always associated with positive signs, but the weight of time 

doess tend to instill awe into patriots and seems to have extraordinary persuasive powers. The 

sourcee of continuity between the Nation's origin and the present does not necessarily lie in 

thee carriers of national identity. It may be the mechanism of competition, struggle, 

intermarriage,, family-line, cooperation, the triumph of the Yellow emperor, or the gradual 

evolutionn from ancient apeman to homo sapiens that are assigned explanative authority in 

providingg narrative proof of the Nation's conquest of time. In the case described above, the 

diversityy of people, rather than a reason for considering national devolution, has become a 

cruciall  condition for the survival of the Zhonghua Minzu, especially in official Chinese 

publications.. What matters here, however, is the authority borrowed from long periods and 

uncontrollablee processes of genetic transformation. Exactly because humans can not control 

themm and because they inspire awe, they are ideal as markers for the legitimization of nation-

statee authority. 

3.. Chosen Peoples, Fictive National Kinship, Cultural Genes, and Codified brains 

Carmenn Blacker in her "Two Shinto myths: the Golden Age and the Chosen People" pointed 

outt the difference between two principle myths, that of the Golden Age and that of the 

Chosenn People.24 Whereas the first type is common, the second, apparently, is confined to 

Japann where it flourished at the time of the Tokugawa Shinto revival movement among 

famouss Kokugaku [national learning] scholars, such as Kamo Mabuchi, Motoori Norinaga 

244 Blacker  1988: 64-77. 
Thee Golden Age refers to natural perfection at the beginning of time, before the fall, when an "intruder " 

broughtt  corruptin g influence of sophistication and civilization. [ibid:66] 
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andd Hirata Atsutane.25 Their works express the pure, spontaneous and innocent nature of the 

Japanesee spirit [magokoro] in ancient times, the corrupting influence of the Chinese intruder, 

thee magic purity of the Japanese language, the continuity of ancient Ways through the line of 

thee Emperor, and the Japanese as superior race and chosen people. This theory of the Chosen 

People,, according to Blacker, can not be found elsewhere: the Zhonghua doctrine allowed 

otherr peoples to become civilized by becoming its subjects; the Jews were not created by a 

speciall  act which made them superior; Calvinist doctrine held that all humans are equally 

taintedd with original sin, while God saves certain people only arbitrarily. The Chosen People 

mythh re-emerged in the Kokutai no Hongi (1937) and, Blacker concludes, lives on in Dr 

Tsunodaa Tadanobu's neurophysiological research.26 

Here,, I believe, Japanese myth and ethnocentrism are particularized unnecessarily. 

Althoughh I argue that racial discrimination, as part of "natural" systems of classification, 

makess for a crude means of inducing division between groups, encourages politics of 

differencee and nationalist sentiment, it seems pointless to single out one type of racial 

255 Mabuchi Kamo [1697-1769] wrote commentaries on classical works such as Oenji Monogatari, the Norito 
orr  Shinto prayers, Ise Monogatari, Mamato Monogatari, and Manyooshu. Stripped of Chinese accretions, he believed, 
theyy expressed lost paradise. A special concept signified the Japanese spirit magokoro. It meant lif e according to the 
naturall  laws of heaven and earth, simple innocence and goodness, devoid of extravagance and lust The Fall from 
paradisee came with the introduction of Chinese learning, or  Confucianism. Motoori Norinaga [1730-1801], inspired 
byy Mabuchi, wrote commentaries on Oenji Monogatari [The Tale of Oenji], poems, philology, grammar and aesthetics, 
attackss on Chinese philosophy, and expositions of the Ancient Way. His greatest work is a commentary on the 
Kojiki(den)Kojiki(den) which had fallen into oblivion. Norinaga believed that the Sun Goddess had given the Japanese a special 
qualityy of virtue which he called kodoo , that is. the Ancient Way. The Way transmitted by the line of emperors. The 
Falll  was brought on by Chinese learning, which vocabulary chopped up the spontaneous magokoro of Japanese 
notionss such as righteousness and justice, correct etiquette and wisdom. The superiority was reflected in Japanese 
ancientt  language, which was thought to be perfect Only the Fifty Syllables of ancient speech were trul y correct 
sounds.. The Golden Age thus was monopolized by the Japanese. Inspired by Motoori, Hirata Atsutane, dealt with the 
expositionn of kodoo. The Japanese in the Golden Age were by nature perfectly virtuous, perfectly healthy (diseases had 
spreadd through Buddhism and Confucianism) and, gigantic in stature. In Kodoo Tai-i, he wrote that only Japan was 
createdd directly by Izanagi and Izanami, while other  countries were left overs and inferior . [Blacker  1988: 67-75] 

266 Kokutai no hongi [Fundamentals of Our  National Polity] was designed by the Ministr y of Education to set 
thee ideological course for  the Japanese people. It concerned the question of bow Western influences were to be absorbed 
byy Japan without permittin g them to destroy Japanese national traditions, and how Japan could resolve the dilemma 
createdd in the West itself by the inherent contradictions of individualism. Kokutai no Hongi was based on an original 
manuscriptt  by Tokyo University professor  Hisamatsu Senichi, the Principles were revised and finalized by a committee 
off  scholars and bureaucrats before publication. Laden with references to Shinto mythology and classical poetry, and 
burdenedd with archaic vocabulary, according to Moms-Suzuki, Kokutai no Hongi offers the quintessential statement of 
thee uniqueness and superiority of the Japanese Nation. When it was issued in 1937, initiall y 300.000 copies were sold 
andd eventually 2.000.000. Study groups were formed to discuss its content also in schools. [De Bary ed. 1964: 278-88; 
Morris-Suzukii  1998: 94-5] 

Tsunoda'ss views are explained below. [113] 
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discriminationn as unique, or  as the monopoly of one nation.27 Many forms of racial, religious 

andd cultural discrimination single out one nation as privileged, superior, or  more deserving 

thann others; this will remain so as long as problems are generalized lightly and automatically 

translatedd into terms of large units such as nation-states. Theories of the "chosen people"  are 

widespreadd and take many forms. They make use of the concept of "cultura l gene,"  the 

metaphorr  of the nation as a family, and utilize various kinds of environmental determinism to 

findfind  "natural "  explanations for  cultural phenomena, or  try to add weight to a cultural 

sentimentt  by giving it a natural '"body,"  only sometimes justifiabl y so. Often, however, 

conceptss from nature and science (genes, climates, family-ties) are used to add to the notion 

off  the nation a degree of false stability, while the grounds for  believing in the nation's 

perpetuity,, long life, and extra survival-power  are usually based on wishful-thinking . Dr. 

Tsunoda'ss neurophysiology is a case in point He provides a scientistic foundation for 

theoriess that link a unique Japanese brain (sic) to Japanese linguistic behaviour, thereby 

"proving ""  the deeply rooted nature of Japanese identity. As Tsunoda emphasizes the brain in 

explainingg the uniqueness of Japanese culture, his theory belongs to the category of theories 

thatt  delineate the nation in terms of a natural classification systems. 

Thoughh linguistic determinism is often associated with interpretations of the cultural 

environment,, some academic nationalists look to science for  an intellectual fundament For 

instance,, Tsunoda Tadanobu28 claims that the neurophysiological functions of the Japanese 

brainn are different from those of the Occidental brain While consonants and vowels are 

277 In fact, a trend in academic nationalism includes white-washing Us from facial discrimination and blaming 
thee Other  of the same thing. Hanibara Kazuroo 4UMD0, for  example, who carried out anthropological research on the 
Ainuu in Hokkaido, traces back the theory that says the Ainu population derives from Caucasoid populations and 
thereforee very different from adjacent populations such as the non-Ainu Japanese to a prejudice against the Ainu. 
Accordingg to Hamhara, this prejudice is made exclusively by Caucasoids. The prejudice stems from a "magic logic" 
underlyingg this theory: "Ojat e unfortunately, we have to confess, large-scale magic is performed by anthropologists 
andd related scientists in recent history, and it led the world to a serious tragedy. TI K director  of this miserable drama was 
aa Nazi."  "Such investigations undertaken from sinister  motives must be criticized, but we, particularl y the 
anthropologists,, have to reflect [upon] the fear  of this kind of magic on our  own minds.''  Here, Hanihara suggests that 
non-Nazii  anthropologists, too, can be subject to the "magic logic."  Next, Hanihara suggests that it is mainly Oobei-
atuatu [Americans and Europeans, usually white ones] that cause racist trouble: "Honestly speaking, there still are a few 
Euro-Americann anthropologists who are white-supremacists. They believe that 'the man of men* is the Caucasoid, or 
thee white people."  "Unti l recently, for  example, they tended to draw a human phylogenetic tree with the stem attributed 
too the Caucasoids and the small branches to the coloured populations."  [Nichibunken Newsletter, Newsletter, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1988, 
Magicc in Logic, by Hanihara Kazuroo] 

2«« Tsunoda is an ear-nose-and-throat specialist Tsunoda uses a "tappin g method"  to determine which 
hemispheree plays the dominant role. 
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handledd together in the left hemisphere of Japanese brains, in Occidental brains consonants 

aree processed in the left hemisphere and vowels in the right. The left hemisphere of the 

Japanesee brain unifies the perception of natural acoustic phenomena (linguistic, musical and 

naturall  sounds), whereas these are treated separately in Western brains. Thus European 

speakerss process independent vowels - along with nonlinguistic sounds, such as of machines, 

nature,, and expressions of emotion - in the right hemisphere of the brain, and Japanese 

processs both independent vowels and nonlinguistic sounds - except those of machines and 

musicall  instruments - in the left hemisphere. Since the left hemisphere performs logical and 

mathematicall  functions as well, in the Japanese brain logos and pathos are, as it were, 

integrated,, in contrast with cerebral performance in the European thought process, in which 

logicc and emotion are contrasted and opposed 

Neurophysiologicall  foundations used for proving the difference between human 

languagee and culture form a potential invitation to racist and nationalist manipulation of 

academicc work. It is up to fellow academics, however, when fit, to point out its dangers and 

too convince others of its academic incorrectness. I here have categorized Tsunoda's theory 

withh natural taxonomies as his theory is used as a scientific argument based on the laws of 

naturee for proving a basic physiological difference between the Japanese and foreigners. 

However,, in fact, Tsunoda maintains that "My investigations have suggested that the 

Japanesee language shapes the Japanese pattern of brain functions, which in turn form the 

basiss of creating Japanese culture."29 Japanese culture in this theory therefore is based on a 

raciall  factor, being a result of the continued particularity of the neurophysiological 

characteristicss of the Japanese brain and the interlinked uniqueness of the Japanese language. 

Inn other words, the national reproduction cycle of the Japanese people lies in the three-link 

cyclee of brain - culture - language. 

4.. The Evolution of Us Cultura l Brains and Them Civilized Brains 

Thee theory of "brainism" [yuinooron ttftüll] , created by the popular Professor Yooroo 

Takeshi,, is linked to this cycle of brain - culture - language, too. Therefore I categorize 

"brainism""  as a natural classificatioa Apart from informing the public on cerebral research 

299 Tsunoda Tadanobu 1985: vi. 
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andd engaging in discussions on culture and the Japanese» YOOFOO is an anatomist 

[kaiboogakushaa * * ¥ # ] and professor  at the Medical Department of Tokyo University. His 

workk concentrates on the relation between the human body and its relation with society. 

Yoorooo is known for  his opinion that the brain has to be given back to the Japanese body. 

Globalizationn has led to universalizing trends of brainism which has been accompanied by a 

strongg trend of neglect of the cultural body, leading to an overall alienation of people from 

culture.. And as Japanese culture has roots in the unconscious [ S UM mu'ishiki] , which is 

seatedd in the brain and expressed through the language of the body, it is necessary to re-attach 

thee function of the brain to its material seat in the cultural body of the Japanese.30 

Inn information society the brain, according to Yooroo, has been allocated the role of 

creatorr  of all artifacts, including cultural tradition , social systems, and language: "whereas 

cavemenn used to live in nature, present man lives in the brain. Our  history is saturated with 

thee history of the brain. This we call progress."31 Yooroo points out that environmental 

protectionn movements mat have emerged, in fact, are intuitiv e anti-brain movements. 

Accordingg to Yooroo, rather  than opposing the brain, we must ask to what extent we allow 

ourselvess to be governed by the brain. Our  age is an age of'"brain-ism, "  Yooroo argues, that is 

whyy death is now conceived to be *1>rain-deatiL"  We have been liberated from nature, but 

noww we have to see whether  we are really liberated with regard to the brain. Science and 

technology,, skills, fashion, language, religion: all are attributes of the cerebral functioa In 

societyy we exchange language, things, money, etc. This is possible, because the brain is based 

onn the same principle: the exchange of signals mediated by symbols (through air-vibration , 

electro-magneticc waves, etc.).32 

Yoorooo regards the brain as the neglected presupposition of all sciences. Scientists do 

nott  study their  brains because they want to regard their  achievements as their  own and win a 

Nobell  prize, while social scientists think the brain belongs to the realm of the sciences. 

300 According to Yooroo, culture is the aggregate of expressions of the conscious and the unconscious. In the 
processs of transplanting [ishoku] conscious expressions, e.g. knowledge, unconscious expressions, that belong to a 
certainn people, are lost [Yooroo 1997: 6] Yooroo proceeds from the Jungian idea that the brain has been shaped and 
influencedd by the remote experiences of mankind. The traces of such primordia l experiences are most clearly expressed 
inn art, instinctive behaviour, and dreams. 

311 Yooroo 1989: 7. 

322 Yooroo 1989: 7-13. 
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Symbols,, not only in science, but used in all fields of society are intimately related to cerebral 

functions.. Nevertheless, the brain is taboo, also in medicine and psychiatry. For this reason, 

Yooroo,, being an anatomist, decided to speak on the subject of the ideology of the brain. 

Differencess in people, according to Yooroo, are explained, not by reference to the evolution of 

thee brain as during the last few thousands of years no major signs of cerebral evolution have 

beenn discovered, but by the differences in the ways information is processed by the brain. 

Yoorooo regards society as a projection of the brain. Yooroo asks himself why do people 

createe society? Yooroo is aware that Levi-Strauss equates society with exchange, and the 

reasonn people exchange, he explains, is that the brain projects exchange onto society, in the 

samee way as it projects mathematics.33 

Thee structure of language, too, Yooroo argues, is located in the brain; so are numbers. 

Childrenn learn how to count early in life, this is because counting is inherent to the brain. 

Yoorooo regards the art of calculation as a big step in the evolution of the brain and also as the 

latestt development of the brain. He expects the brain will continue to evolve in order to 

accommodatee more calculatory functions. Yooroo believes that the brain knows what is going 

onn in the body because it contains extremely intricate coordinates that constitute maps which 

telll  the body how to locate an itch and explains why a person can feel pain in an amputated 

foott Al l the senses are intimately connected to the brain processor which contains this 

projectionn map with innumerable coordination points.34 

Thee expectations Yooroo has of the development of the brain and his views on the 

333 Yooroo 1989: 7-21. Cf. Levi-Strauss [1979], Chapter  XV "Social Structure." 
Yoorooo believes the mind-body problem can be reduced to the relation between "structure "  and 

"function.' **  The mind is a function of the brain. The mind-body problem arises only when this is not accepted, and 
whenn the heart is taken to be something special, eg. as the seat of conscience. [Yooroo 1989: 29-34.] In fact, Yooroo 
asserts,, conscience derives from the brain. The problem here is the contradiction of self-reference by the brain. The 
brainn has a special position in biology, in the sense that we know its function (mind) but do not understand its 
structure.. Yooroo in his work focuses on morphology rather  than causal relations. This is because the latter  takes time 
intoo account, while braimsm is concerned with the structure of the brain, rendering time irrelevant Brainism then only 
needss to find the correspondence between the structure of the brain and its functions. Asking about causal relations, 
suchh as asking whether  the mind derives from the material brain, only leads back to the issue of function and structure. 
[Yoorooo 1989: 37-42] Yooroo therefore advocates the notion of the intimate interconnectedness of mind and body. 
Thee separation of bodily structure and function means death and is made dependent on the brain. However, the body 
losess its functions only partly and not all at the same time. It is therefore impossible to say when death begins. After 
deathh cell-activity and hair  growth continue for  some time. After  all, structure and function are inseparable. Yooroo 
thereforee believes in the onidimensional nature of the brain. John Eckels who was a dualist, that is, like many 
scientistss he believed in the separation of body and mind, Yooroo concludes, had forgotten his brain. [Yooroo 1989: 
44-56] ] 

344 Yooroo 1989: 88-104. 
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functionn of the brain show that he does not exclude from his theory the notions of time and 

purpose.. Time, according to Yooroo, has two fundamental characteristics: change and 

repetition.. Without change or  repetition, there is no time. In biology optic time is intimately 

relatedd to movement and changes in the direction of time units (differentiation), while audile 

timee is related to rhythm and the repetition of units of time (frequency). Then there is 

culturall  time, in which, for  example a pyramid or  the emperor  system are visualized as 

eternal.. Differences in the perception of cultural time causes cultural conflict: cultural time 

determiness our  memories in various ways. The differences in ways of perceiving time is 

possiblee because of the flexibilit y of memory: details of memory in the brain change through 

time,, otherwise the brain could not learn or  remember; on the other  hand, change in memory is 

restricted,, which makes it possible for  the brain to continue to identify it with the self. The 

awarenesss of one's identity develops parallel with the awareness of time: the two are 

integratedd within the architecture of the brain. Natural selection, fortunately, tends to keep 

memoryy from becoming tangled by means of the selection of the fittest awareness. The 

correctnesss of awareness is subject to the same constraints as logical positivism: awareness 

thatt  does not concur  with reality is unfit and becomes extinct Fitness, here, according to 

Yooroo,, does not refer  so much to the transformation of brain structures, but rather  to the 

wayss in which their  functions fit their  carriers: the human body and culture. One should not 

basee evolutionary principles on the change in shape as in Darwinism because, Yooroo 

believes,, apart from the sense of vision on which our  perception of shapes is based, there are 

otherr  senses that could serve as the basis for  criteri a of selection in evolution.35 

Accordingg to Yooroo, Darwinism sprang from transcendental religion, as it rejects the 

questionn of why Darwin was thinkin g about natural selection. Yooroo's preference lies with 

thee evolution theory of Imanishi Kinji : the Japanese classical theory of evolution.36 

333 Yooroo 1989: 202-18. 

' 66 The evolution theory of Imanishi Kinj i is based on the gradual but collective change of species. Imanishi 
Kinj ii  ^fiHW J [1902 - 1992], founder  of Japanese Primatology, studied troops of Macaca Juscata. The relevance of 
thiss discussion lies in the claim that only Japanese can individuate monkeys and that Westerners are too much 
separatedd from nature to be able to do the same. In this view, Western anthropologists do not mingle with the natives, 
andd treat animals as objects. The Japanese closeness to nature implies a realization of evolution theory. This model of 
evolutionn is based on an original biological affinit y linkin g all biological orders. The underlying intuitiv e perception 
orr  instinct [honno] resembles NishkJa's "pur e experience"  (jimsui keiken] inheritable by an entire species. Imanishi 
replacess the individual with the species as the unit of evolutionary change (reminiscent of Tanabe Hajime's Logic of 
Species),Species), and enables the species to control evolution by drawing on its pre-existing repertoire of possible mutations 
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Imanishi'ss concept of evolution is based on the historical consciousness that projects nature 

ontoo change, and regards it as an "eternal becoming." In this view of evolution, species change 

whenn they ought to, and if one member of a species changes, all change so that a new species 

emerges.. Yooroo is aware of the influence of the pre-war Kyoto School (of which Imanishi is 

consideredd to be a crucial member) on the creation of the "Fundamentals of Our National 

Polity""  [Kokutai no Hongi] and the racist implications of Tanabe Hajime's use of the concept 

inn his "the Logic of Species."37 Moreover, Yooroo directly points out that Imanishi must be 

regardedd as a product of his time, and that species should not be interpreted as a national 

group.. Nor should the nation be regarded as the absolute mediator between the individual and 

thee world. Nevertheless, Yooroo points out that the famous socialist historian Maruyama 

Masaoo in "The 'Ancient Stratum' of the Historical Consious" made a very similar point38 

Maruyamaa argued that the basso ostinato of the Japanese consciousness is expressed in the 

meaningg of Japanese written characters such as £*  J5fc„  R*  <fc% &*  j£, which all may be 

interpretedd as "becoming" [nam].39 "Becoming" is the archetypical form of historical 

consciousnesss and reflects the external factor of vegetational growth. It is a timeless eternal 

becomingg and therefore a mode of being. It is a concept very close to Twumwhi Kinji' s theory 

off  evolution.40 Nature, in Yooroo's view, therefore, contains purpose which is reflected in 

thee human brain. Human behaviour can not be explained by reference to mimicry. It is related 

too the innate purpose of the brain. The brain knows how to deal with the senses which are 

activatedd by external stimuli. It also has the function of producing consciousness of motion, 

albeitt a summary of i t For if our brains were aware of all details, the cerebral programme 

wouldd explode. We need awareness if we think of a purpose or if we want to do something 

new.. Most of this awareness we retrieve from our innate memory and unconscious.41 

whenn presented by environmental challenge. All the individuals within the species, or  most of them, change 
simultaneouslyy and in the same way. Pminaishi Kinj i 1996: 27] In his 77K  Formation of Human Society, the multipl e 
individual ss of a group society change collectively in a similar  way at the same time. Imanishi also refers to the concept 
off  "horizonta l relations''  between members of highly evolved groups and communication between species on a 
regionall  basis (intraspecies), in contrast with lower  forms of species that are constituted of disordered individuals. 
[Imanishii  Kinj i 1994: Ch. 1 ] 

377 For  Kokutai no Hongi, see Note 26 [II ] 
388 The "ancient stratum"  of the historical conscious: Rekishi isniki no koosoo K££ l t< D I^J f J [1972]; 

alsoo see Maruyama Masao 1990. 
399 Cf. Maruyama Masao 1972. 

4040 Yooroo 1989: 212-20. 

4141 Yooroo 1989: 234. 
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Thee problem of Darwinism, according to Yooroo, is that it does not recognize 

purposee (natural selection is supposed to take place ad random), even though Darwin 

sneakedd the function of purpose into his concept of "th e fittest."  Yooroo, in contrast, asserts 

matt  the sense of purpose of animals is intimately related to evolution. Naturally , this sense 

off  purpose extends to the brain, since the brain coordinates and controls all behaviour. 

Moreover,, Yooroo finds it impossible to discard purpose in the history of human thought 

Culturess paint their  own cosmology of lif e (history, purpose) into their  conscience, that is, 

intoo peoples' brains. Purpose, according to Yooroo, is something blind and is a part of the 

brain.. Though Yooroo is aware that the West has ascribed purpose to life in transcendental 

thought,, the purpose Yooroo refers to, is not created by human will ; it is a product of the 

movementt  of animals and can be recognized in the historical development of peoples' 

cognition,, ethics, and religioa42 

Evolutionn moves in the direction of brainization, Yooroo asserts: humans are changing 

intoo mammals with bigger  brain. One main result and cause of this "becoming"  is the modern 

city,, where brains are surrounded by the products of brains. About all else has is being 

invalidated.. People are losing their  instincts and, instead, have come to share a "collective 

illusioa""  Society is already thoroughly in control of people because people experience 

brainizationn as something good. The brain is an organ which controls and regulates the body, 

andd the environment As freedom is taken to be the freedom of thought and religion, the body 

iss being suppressed The taboo about the brain is its physical nature. Thus sex and violence 

aree suppressed. The brain dislikes the body because it wil l ultimately cause its death. In this 

sense,, the tip of the branches rule the stem of the tree. There are still many things that need 

repressing.. That is why we have education, culture, traditio n and civilization. The hidden 

corpsee is a case in point43 

Inn Japan, especially since the war, according to Yooroo, "Our "  society has strongly 

emphasizedd the brain over  the body. But traditional society, too, has concentrated on the 

brain' ss function to control the body. That is why "our  society"  has built the world' s most 

peacefull  era, which lasted longer  than Rome. On the other  hand, "We"  have problems with 

«Yoorooo 1989: 235-40. 

*»» Yooroo 1989: 255-8. 
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kidneyy transplantation and brain-death. In other words, the brain is deployed in 

manufacturingg and Artificial Intelligence but not as a means for sustaining the body; Japan has 

aa brain for control and regulation but not for the Japanese body. Not much can be done about 

it,, apart from giving back the brain to die body by, for instance, not accepting hearts and 

kidneyy from other countries. Though this, of course, is a form of discrimination, it is at least 

inn line with Japan's inherent traditional social structure of discrimination.44 

Accordingg to Yooroo, in Japanese society the body was not consciously thought 

about455 The Japanese followed cultural standards unconsciously and used to "liv e for the 

flesh."flesh." Instead, now, the Japanese (We) have become the world's Number One and produce 

cars,, cameras and calculators. The body is being neglected. Witness the countless offerings to 

thee Guardian of Children [/too 4kJK] to be found at the temples of Kamakura: procured 

abortionn has stunted the growth of the population.46 Similarly, Yukio Mishima died because 

hee had lost the brain for his body. Since ancient times, this country has been brainy, Yooroo 

argues,, Japanese students in schools abroad are all said to have excellent marks. "Our" society 

iss built on the aggregate of "Our" people. But, Yooroo observes, "We" had Kamikaze pilots 

butt no individualism [kojinshugi]. It is the result of "Our" weak physique, Yooroo believes. 

Theree have always been ways to compensate for it through education or by using the forces 

off  nature.47 Now, however, nature has lost its power. The only thing to be done, according to 

Yooroo,, is to take away the taboo on the materiality of the brain. But this is difficult, Yooroo 

believes,, regarding the brain "our country" has always been an advanced country. We 

thereforee must force the brain not to forget what it can not do without the body. 

Thus,, Yooroo's theory of brainization does not advocate brainization; it merely 

confirmss its evolutionary role and argues for a development of the brain in tune with the 

body,, that is, the cultural body. Here hes a crucial role for the distinction Yooroo upholds 

betweenn civilization and culture. Civilization and culture are different, Yooroo argues, that 

civilizationn is something we are aware of, while culture is an aggregate of the conscious and 

4**  Yooroo 1989: 260. 
455 Shisoo to to shite no karada 9J&. t. l /T O JKt -

466 Yooroo 1989: 261. 

477 Yooroo 1989: 263. 
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thee unconscious of a people. Only the former  can be transplanted (which is what is meant by 

wakonwakon yoosai)** and is apparent in the process of globalization. Yooroo believes that the 

"globalizationn of Japan"  would be more suitably expressed as the "urbanizatio n of Japan."49 

Ass for  culture, Yooroo makes a distinction between music and painting, and language [in the 

sensee of longue]. The latter  is processed by the brain in the left cerebral hemisphere, which 

hass become increasingly specialized and is concerned with the conscious processing of 

information .. Music and painting, by contrast, are recorded by the right-hand hemisphere. The 

informationn in this half is not processed, can not be expressed through language, and affects 

thee unconscious. Defining "unconscious expressions"  is a problem, of course, but in the 

narroww sense of the notion, unconscious expressions include physical expressions.50 For 

example,, the naked body constitutes a taboo at most social gatherings. Why? Because the 

bodyy as nature is not a product of the conscious; it also expresses the unconscious. 

Furthermore,, it expresses unconscious urges that can not be controlled by conscious 

awareness.. Just like the naked body, cultural expressions are not necessarily conscious, or 

expressiblee in language. Therefore cultural theory is somewhat of a contradiction. Especially 

inn cities the ("natural" ) naked body is replaced by attires that express the unconscious on the 

basiss of shared cultural criteria. Certain kinds of clothes or  uniforms express people's 

occupation.. Such equipment puts people at ease. In Japan "form "  (model) [kata 3Ü] is very 

importantt  and sensitively expressed by the body. Its original meaning emphasizes "form "  and 

thee correct way (art) of doing things [doo Ml  Form has not died out, because it is produced 

byy the body, and the body remembers i t Therefore the Way is expressed in all Japanese art 

Inn general, the topic of form has been discussed very little . Apart from the difficult y of 

expressingg form in language, mere is an other, still greater, difficulty : the Japanese traditional 

expressionn of form follows the rule of "act in silence,"  that is, the endless repetition of action 

untill  one is one with its form. This oneness is thought to be a direct expression of the 

488 The phrase Wakon Yooscd %&8£t denotes borrowing [learning] from the West while retaining the core of 
whatt  is regarded as the native Japanese civilization. During the Heian period, the phrase used to be Wakon Kansai, 
referrin gg to borrowing from China and retaining Japanese civilization. (Cf. Fogel 1994: 6-9] Without China as 
"Other, ""  nativism had no meaning in Japan. Now "th e West"  had become its referential Other. 

4»» Yooroo 1997: 3. 

*>> Yooroo 1997: 5-8. 
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unconscious.3' ' 

Culturee is disappearing because of urbanization, that is civilization and brainization. 

Or,, rather, brainization is in conflict with culture. Yooroo regards this process as one of the 

universalizationn of awareness. For this reason, he does not trust the study of comparative 

culture:: culture is not translatable as, at least partly, it is an expression of the unconscious. 

Moreover,, culture is not always expressed in language. And even so, before one can discuss 

ann alien culture, it is necessary to become aware of one's own culture. And especially in case 

off  a tradition that is expressed in (unconscious) bodily control, such as that of Japan, it is 

veryy difficult to become aware of culture. Therefore the universality that is advocated by 

culturall  regions can only be limited to one's own region For example, Christianity claims 

universality,, but it is limited to the West mainly (the rest has been achieved by 

indoctrination).. Yooroo does not feel at ease in a Christian culture, but he does in a Buddhist 

one.. This may be related the region's nature or culture, as Buddhism is acknowledged only in 

placess that have preserved nature. But the true reason is not necessarily one that can be made 

conscious.. This is why Yooroo thinks he may be biased when thinking about other cultures. 

Nevertheless,, he believes that people in a stable cultural region are stable unconsciously, and 

thereforee feel better in their own region. The only objective measuring stick, Yooroo asserts, 

iss the body, including the brain. It is an objective standard, as people can not flee away from 

theirr own bodies. 

Thee work of Yooroo exemplifies a contemporary method of projecting natural 

categoriess (brain; body) onto society by defining culture partly in vague terms of 

"unconscious""  functions of the brain and partly in terms of the movement and bearing of the 

body.. What Yooroo calls the West, globalization, civilization, and urbanization, all causes the 

brainn to increase its conscious functions of regulation and control, while the space left for 

culturee and the unconscious activities of the brain is reduced In Japan, only the arts 

rememberr Japanese culture through the bodily expressions of the unconscious. Yooroo's 

affiliationn with Buddhism seems to have extended his cultural region from the confines of 

Japann to the Buddhist region, where he can feel at ease as well. In the "Christian West," 

however,, he always feels some kind of tension. This tension he attributes to the effect, of 

311 Cf Suzuki Daisetz 1991. 
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unconsciouss cultural differences, that still find their physical expression through the mind, 

andd in the body. The rift between Yooroo's cultural region and others can not be bridged, 

unlesss the entire world becomes urbanized and brainized. Otherwise culture is untranslatable: 

thee body anchors it in the unconscious, and cultural memory is carved out in the brain for 

thousandss of years. Only for a relatively short period, since the Taishoo period [1912  1926] 

thee process of becoming self-aware has started to accelerate in Japan.52 And the only way for 

thee Japanese to keep their cultural body is to become aware of the corpses that embody the 

materiall  substance of this most brainy of races. Only then, the brain may be readjusted to its 

culturall  Self. Yooroo's work, therefore, shows how a combination of an extreme form of 

culturall  relativism, material culture and Ideological evolution model can lead to a racial gap 

betweenn We Cultural Brains and Them Civilized Brains. 

5.. Instinctive Distancing: Are We Closer  to Macaques or  Oobei-ans? 

Somee authors invariably express the view that the true ability and desire to be part of nature 

iss determined nationally or regionally. The biologist Kawai Masao, the brother of the director 

off  Nichibunken, Kawai Hayao, insists that Western people are not close to nature, and when 

theyy say they want to be close to nature, they speak in anthropocentric terms of "animal 

rights""  and "animal welfare."53 Whereas in the West, people stand in an hierarchical 

relationshipp between God and animals, the Japanese regard themselves laterally connected to 

animals.. In Japan, many animals are close relatives of the Gods (e.g., fox, cow, pigeon, 

monkey).. And, whereas in Japan, animals and Gods share the same world, the West worships 

thee trinity in heaven.54 When staying among monkeys to conduct research, Kawai informs us, 

thee Japanese can easily individuate monkeys' faces, remember their names, and tell their 

»» Yooroo & &  Morioka 1995: 202. 

333 Kawai Masao ^"èf lU i [1924 - 97] is a student of Imanishi Kinji , the establish» of Japanese 
primatology,, and is a brother of Kawai Hayao, the current director of Nichibunken. He graduated from the Department of 
Biologyy at Kyoto University, and specialized in animal ecology. He served as professor at Japan Welfare University 
[Ninonn Fnkushi Daigako], and bead of the Japan Monkey Centre. His main publications are TAHOÉJK Jt. T j 
NingenNingen no yuuraL Kami, sHmo. [The Origin of Man. Vol. I and II] ( Publ.: Shoogakukan), *WÊMltf>t>1LfcM1ll 
BooenkyooBooenkyoo kara müa sekai |The World Seen Through a Monkey- (teles)scope {Pun: MMM  [booenkyoo] means 
telescope.. The character for en [far]has been replaced by that for monkey}] (publ.: Asabi Xinbunsha); ruttjgf-tj-^g 
£A/A£jj  Senrin ga sant o unda [The Forest Gave Birth to the Monkey] (Publ.: Heibonsha). 

»» Kawai Masao ft&SJt  1993: 62. 
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familyy members; Westerners, by contrast, are unable to individuate monkeys. So Westerners 

accusee the Japanese of disturbing me monkeys and creating feelings of incongruence [iwakan] 

amongg them, especially in case of the Japanese macaque.55 For instance, a Japanese 

researcherr studied 306 baboons in Ethiopia and remembered hundred of them, while an 

Englishmann only could remember the 18 male leaders he had studied It is said, Kawai 

concludes,, that the Japanese have an unusual capacity for individuating monkeys. The Oobei-

ans,566 Kawai asserts, tie a collar around the necks of wild monkeys or chalk numbers on them 

ass if they are prisoners: in prison the individuality of all members is neutralized and the 

prisonerss are recognized by their numbers only. By contrast, Japanese research progresses 

throughh the close relation between the Japanese culture of the researchers and the monkeys.57 

Invokingg Tsunoda's thesis on the Japanese brain, Kawai believes the Japanese have a unique 

feelingg of natural aesthetics, especially with regards to birds and insects. The Japanese 

processs their sounds by the left hemisphere and Europeans by the right hemisphere.58 

Nowadays,, Kawai argues, Oobei places stress on "animal rights" and "animal welfare," and 

sensationall  voices are raised against killing whales. Japan is different as it upholds a more 

fundamentall  animal rights and welfare movement. Furthermore, Kawai adds, the idea of 

concludingg a contract, taken from the Bible, is very strong in Oobei. Now it is thought that 

thee contract between animals and humans has to be revised In Japan, Umehara ("my 

respectedd teacher") advocates going back to the ancient Joomon ways of hunting and 

gathering.599 Abroad, Kawai concludes, this kind of thinking is gradually emerging as well.60 

Thee use of Imanishi's theory of group evolution and Tsunoda's linguistic brain thesis 

5555 Kawai bases his observations of the interaction between animals and human on the primatology of the 
Iminishii  Kinji , whose evolution theory is based on the gradual but collective change of species. [For  Imanishi, see 
index] ] 

566 Oobei is short for  America (bei) and Europe (ou). The frequently used notion of Oobei is a strongly 
generalizing,, historical concept, hardly conducive to serious social-science research. Oobei usually refers to the USA 
andd Western Europe, and sometimes to 'the West'. Geography is not the most important characteristic of Oobei. 
Rather,, everything associated with a Japanese understanding of modernity is attributed to Oobei. It is often imagined as 
aggressive,, individualistic , ruled by whites, very moralistic, and the inspirational source of modern music, and is 
especiallyy used for  contrasting Us with Them. The frequent use of contrastire generalizations such as Oobei, implies a 
relativee absence of confrontation with the diversity of the region so designated The concept of Oobei has many 
dimensionss that are discussed daily in Japanese institutions of higher  education. 

377 Kawai 1993:63-5 

MM  Kawai 1993: 67. 
599 Umehara Takeshi's work is discussed below. [II , 7.} 

«00 Kawai 1993: 73. 
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enablee Kawai to isolate Japan from both the West and China, On the one hand, Kawai creates 

aa greater  distance between the Japanese and Oobei-ans than the one he admits to exist 

betweenn the Japanese and macaques. The latter  pair  understand one another  intuitivel y and 

instinctively,, while the former  pair  are separated by a huge rift  between Western individuals 

whoo can only mink in rational terms of laws and numbers and Japanese sensitive people who, 

comparedd to Westerners, have reached a higher  level in the evolution of species due to their 

instinctivee group-behaviour. On the other  hand, in his hurry to distance himself from the 

West,, Kawai invokes Tsunoda's linguistic brain-experiments. These, however, do not only 

showw a difference between the sound-processing of Western and Japanese brains, but also 

betweenn the Japanese and Chinese and Korean brains, as the Chinese and Korean languages 

doo not belong to the vowel-abundant Japanese and Polynesian tongues.61 In Kawai's theory, 

therefore,, the barrier  between cultures has been fortified  by biological, psychological, 

linguistic,, aesthetic, and social factors. It makes one wonder  whom Kawai is tryin g to explain 

hiss ideas to. 

6,6, A Japanese Solution to Climati c Deterioration: Animism Renaissance 

Whil ee some academic nationalists find the root of difference between East and West in the 

humann brain, in genes, instinct and linguistic behaviour, others find it in the environment In 

thee following, I elaborate on the fallacy of using universalist long-term approaches for 

providingg cultural short-term answers. Some kinds of environmental determinism not only tell 

uss what kind of houses people build or  whether  they wear  hats, but also specify the way 

theyy behave in those houses and the thought processes going on under  their  hats. Yasuda 

Yoshinori,622 much influenced by the Juudo-theory of Watsuji Tetsuroo, employs a climatic 

determinismm in the distinction he makes between East and West63 On the basis of pollen 

«« Tsunoda 1985: 138. 

622 Yasuda Yoshbori $ B M [1946 - ] , graduated from Toohoku Daigaku (Ph.D), since 1994 he researches at 
Nichibunken.. His specialization is environmental archeology. Yasuda's main works are "climat e transforms 
civilizations""  [kihoo ga bunmei o kaeru] r f [1 t j t t&9)€£*. $ J and The Narrative of Forest and Civilization"  (Mori 
too bunmei no monogaiari] T]$££9]<DlIMB j  . 

«33 Yasuda 1993: 140. 
FuudoFuudo is a concept often translated into English as "climate."  Berque's translation of Watsuji' s concept of 

fitudofitudo into the French "milieu "  seems to be more apt, as it automatically also includes the human environment [cf. 
Berguee 1998] Watsuji Tetsuroo was appointed assistant professor  of ethics at Kyoto University in 1925, was sent to 
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analysis,, Yasuda found that the origins of the Eastern and Western fiaido go back 730.000 

years:: the atmosphere of the Himalayas brought about and influences, still, a climatic 

differencee between East and West At the time, a great evolutionary change occurred in 

humanss as well: homo erectus emerged It was then that Stone Age Man showed progress in 

stone-tooll  making techniques; man started to make fire and developed the capacity of 

thinkingg by means of language. In Asia, homo erectus appeared around the same time.64 

Thus,, when the climatic contrast between East and West was formed, homo erectus came into 

being.. Interestingly, Yasuda points out, the culture of the ancient stone age of homo erectus 

showss clear regional differences between East and West the West's ancient stone-age culture 

centredd around the stone axe, while that of the Eastern region made use of chopping tools. 

Thee climatic background of this polar difference was the wet East and the dry West In a 

fuudofuudo with an abundance of forests and a high level of moisture, the birth of the chopping tool 

culturee was highly probable, while in dry areas with steppes the axe culture was likely to 

comee about. Climatic and vegetational differences were reflected in the different kind of Stone 

Agee culture of East and West About 500.000 years ago, homo erectus in the West evolved 

intoo homo sapiens; in the East this transition occurred more than 200.000 years later. 

Accordingg to Yasuda, the reason for this can be found in the wet climate and the forests of the 

Eastt and the droughts and steppes of the West. The Eastern fuudo provided the 

circumstancess in which Eastern man could evolve more gradually compared to Western man. 

Germanyy in 1927, where he studied in Berlin for  two years, and travelled in Italy and Greece. His travels inspired his 
ClimateClimate and and Culture. [Watsuji E1996: 4] It was a direct response to Heidegger's Sein und Zeil. which he thought placed 
tooo heavy an emphasis on time and the individual and too littl ee on space and the social dimension of human beings. He 
proposedd that "i t is only when human existence is treated in terms of its concrete duality (social and individual) that 
timee and space are linked and that history also is first revealed in its true guise. And at the same time the connection 
betweenn history and climate becomes evident". By climate Watsuji means to include not only weather  patterns of a 
regionn but the natural geographic setting of a people plus the social environment of family, community, society, 
lifestyle,, and even the technological apparatus that supports community survival and interaction. Fuudo or 
climate/milieuu is the entire interconnected network of influences that together  create an entire people's attitudes and 
thatt  represents geographic and climatic influences on human society and human interaction with climatic necessities, 
togetherr  with the human transformation of geographic aspects of the environment. Climate, then, is the mutuality of 
naturee and culture. [Watsuji 1996: 5] 

Togetherr  with Hisamatsu Sen'ichi Watsuji played a significant role in the drafting of Kokutai no hongi 
[Fundamentalss of Our  National Polity, 1937, see index Kokutai no hongi], in which views of the national spirit 
[kotodama]]  were employed for  the purpose of mass mobilisation and inculcating a spirit of obedient 
SelbstgleichschaltungSelbstgleichschaltung to the emerging fascist order. [Morris-Suzuki 1998: 115-9]. Interestingly, the mysterious 
powerr  of Japanese words, "word s that are not liable to be put into practice are shunned, and are not uttered"  could have 
beenn directly taken from texts attributed to Lao Zi. [See II I  4.] This culture of silence involves the self-censuring of 
dissidentt  consciousness. 

644 Yasuda 1993: 153-5. 
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Thiss difference presented itself again in the physical development of Eastern and Western 

humans.65 5 

Ass a result of climatic warming, around 15.000 years ago, a large population increase 

causedd food shortage. This induced enormous changes and a large population decrease during 

thee last major  Ice Age (Pleistocene: c. 2 million - 10.000 years ago). When 13.000 years ago 

thee climate started to warm up again it caused enormous tidal waves, also in Japaa Melting 

snoww caused floods, and food crises struck. Necessity induced the invention of new tools, 

markingg the beginning of agriculture.66 Pollen analysis shows that in areas of steppe \htfimdo 

wass most conducive to the growth of wild grasses, ultimately leading to the cultivation of 

wheatt  and millet, and animal husbandry. This happened first in North-East Syria, while 

aroundd 7.000 years ago, in China, along the Yangtze valley the marshes and forests gave birt h 

too rice cultivation.67 In East Asia, the late-Pleistocene also stimulated the development of 

agricultur ee and caused large environmental change in Japan. Below 40° Northern Latitude, 

fallin gg broad-leaf forest started to expand. This is the area where the ancient pottery-cultur e 

off  the Joomon was found. The Joomon lived on nuts (chestnuts), acorns, mountain crops and 

fishing.fishing. The people first  settled in Japan about 12.000 years ago, and used the forests as 

meanss of subsistence. The wet forests of East Asia and the dry steppes of West Asia gave 

riserise to the entirely different/wWos of rice and of other  grain crops, such as wheat68 

Whenn in Europe the climate became harsher, Yasuda relates, people started to 

subjugatee nature to their  wishes. They used science as a weapon against nature without taking 

«« Yasuda 1993: 156-158. 

«66 Yasuda 1993: 159-60. 
6767 The concept of rice culture plays an important role in theories of scholars who work at improving the 

relationss between China and Japan. The Japan - China Joint Academic Survey Group of the Yangtzee Civilization B 1 

AMlfXAM^MIillSlsf ll  [1995-8], for  example, found the ruins of a city called Longma 1RXE in the lower  reaches of 
thee Yangtze valley in Sichuan, which is 4.500 years old. The project had several aims, among which to discover  the 
"5th ""  ancient civilization after  the civilizations in Mesopotamia, Egypt, Indus Valley, and Yellow River  Valley, and 
thee conservation of the archaeological remains of the middle and lower  Yangtze River  Valley. An other  aim is to begin 
aa new phase of cultural exchanges between China and Japan, after  commemorating the 50th anniversary of the end of 
thee Second World War. It was recently discovered, Yasuda informs us, that ancient rice civilization is older  by more 
thann 1.500 years compared to the civilization in the middle reaches of the Yellow River  Valley that involved wheat 
cultivation.. According to Yasuda, the thesis that the origin of Chinese civilization lies in the middle and lower  Yangtze 
hass begun to be accepted. However, the archeology and cultural sights in this region, especially the lower  Yangtze, is 
underr  threat by rapid economic growth. [Yasuda Yoshinori E1995] 

<**  Yasuda 1993: 163-166. 

file:///htfimdo
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intoo account ih&fitudo and, later, even started to call it environmental determinism.69 As a 

result,, Eastern thought, based on the fitudo of the forests, has to rescue the world which is 

beingg destroyed by modem Western technology.70 In dealing with issues of the global 

environment,, according to Yasuda, Japan needs to be aware of Monsoon Asia (including 

Japan),, which was described by Watsuji Tetsuro in the following way: "because of the 

violencee of nature, people did not choose to control nature, rather, they chose to be passive 

andd persevere." Yasuda concludes that "we need to study once more the potential role of 

Monsoonn Asia in establishing a grand model." He urges more "actively engaged" research as 

"thee world in ten years time may no longer need a grand model."71 In order to resuscitate the 

forests,, Yasuda presents us with Animism Renaissance, a concept which explains how man 

felll  from forest life, and how to revive its spirit Yasuda's "genealogy of the civilization of 

deforestation""  shows us how the civilization of Mesopotamia, which began 5.000 B.P. was 

inheritedd by the people of Europe.72 The philosophy of Christianity was responsible for the 

expansionn of mis "civilization of deforestation:" The German and Celtic gods of Animism 

weree eliminated by the invasion of Christianity and the trees sacred to these gods were 

subsequentlyy cut down by the Christians. The ideology of this "civilization of deforestation" 

invadedd primitive civilizations which were peaceful and lived in a system of harmony 

betweenn man and nature. Yasuda concludes that the world of Animism was destroyed by the 

invasionn and expansion of Christianity. 

Byy contrast, forest civilization, which owing to isolation still survives in Japan today, 

iss based on the harmony between man and nature. Yasuda tells its story: the origin of "forest 

civilization""  in Japan can be traced back to 12.500 B.P., when the climate softened at the end 

off  the glacial period. The hunters and gatherers of Japan's Neolithic Joomon culture 

developedd by utilizing the plentiful resources of the forest. Because the forest was thought of 

ass essentially mysterious and divine, Yasuda calls Joomon man animistic. Animism was able 

too survive after the introduction of agriculture because traditional Japanese rice cultivation 

699 Yasuda 1993: 178. 

700 Yasuda 1993: 182. 
7 ''  Nichibunken Newsletter, No. 3 July 1989 "Passivity and Activit y of Japanese Studies"  Yasuda Yoshinori 

1989::  p. 7-8. 
722 B.P. (Abbr.): Before the present One way to express a rebellious spirit against the West, which is 

intimatelyy associated with Christianity , is by refusing to use B.C. and A.D. In expressions of time. 
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wass not plagued by domesticated animals, which eat the leaves and bark of trees. Instead, 

Japanesee rice cultivation was closely linked with the resources of the forest According to 

Yasuda,, animism survived until recent decades, maintaining the tradition s begun by Joomon 

culture.. Shinto played an important role in preserving Animism, he argues,73 "as the trees 

sacredd to the gods survived in the consecrated precinct of Shinto shrines."  But Yasuda regrets 

matt  in the past twenty years people have forgotten the gods of the forest which have been 

replacedd by the gods of computers. He observes a parallel between the severe destruction of 

naturee and the disappearance of animism. As a contribution to the future of mankind, he 

recommendss a revival of the more pragmatic aspects of animism and their  application to 

modernn society. 

Whatt  to some seems like a simplistic generalization to others appears as an elegant 

hypothesis.. What aspects of this long-term approach do we take seriously? In forming a view 

onn Animism Renaissance, short of becoming climatologists and archaeologists ourselves, we 

cann check the units of research and the time-scales employed in such long-term large-unit 

studies.. It seems problematic to equate the two genealogies of Shinto and Christianit y with a 

culturee of forest and with one of deforestation, and equate these, again, with Japan and the 

West,, as if there are no Christian environmentalist movements, and as if Japan is not a large 

consumerr  of, especially, imported timber.74 More remarkable, however, are the ways in 

whichh political advice on specific cultural behaviour  is drawn from findings based on long-

termm studies of the climatic environment, which are conducted in terms of units of ten 

thousandss of years. The assumption that cultural change follows the transformations in the 

climaticc environment, objectively measured over  thousands of years, makes sense only if you 

wantt  to investigate trends in climatic transformation over  long periods of time, and deduce 

conclusionss about long-term changes so that humans can try and adjust their  behaviour  to the 

generall  patterns they find I£ however, an analysis of environmental change over  millennia 

enabless only some humans of a specific nationality to change the course of world history in a 

feww years according to a neatly worked out plan, it is likely that we are dealing with an 

733 Shinto is often described as the indigenous belief of the Japanese people. Since the 1868 Meij i 
Restoration,, it has had a substantive link with state-nationalism. Early Shinto was a cult of native deities [kdmi] , 
includingg spirits of nature, deified emperors, heroes and other  mythological beings. 

744 Cf McCormack 1996: 95. 
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ideologyy of the Chosen People; i£ according to the plan, this People is to lead the world back 

intoo the past (such as to the forests lif e of the Joomon) for the next couple often thousands 

off  years, then we should consider the realization of this plan an extraordinary defeat of 

statisticall  chance. It would be interesting to see how many long-term theorists over the 

centuriess have pressurized their "too progressive" contemporaries into a speedy return to the 

time-testedd ancient ways of life. 

7.. The King' s Fall from the Forest and Western Cartesian Thought 

Umeharaa Takeshi, founding director of Nichibunken, even more so than Yasuda, advocates 

thee revival of the spirit of the forest zealously. To this end, Umehara advocates research into 

thee change of the environment, not just by means of the reliable data of science, but also by 

meanss of social-science research, as social science is linked up with human rate. Moreover, 

Umeharaa wants social science to take part in saving the world from science. The origins of 

modernn Western thought, Umehara argues, lie in the science of Bacon and Descartes. They, in 

turn,, were influenced by the traditions of Christianity and Greek thought Despite his oeuvre, 

whichh for a large part is constituted of criticism for what he regards as the West, Umehara 

expressess his intention not to polarize Western and Eastern thought.75 

Umeharaa regards Heidegger as the greatest philosopher of the 20st century, as 

Heideggerr criticised Western thought as subjectivist and anthropocentric, and also greatly 

valuedd forests.76 Umehara explains what went wrong in the West Christianity derived 

throughh Greek and Egyptian civilization from Mesopotamian civilization and, in turn, 

Mesopotamiann civilization succeeded the society of hunters and gatherers. When agriculture 

camee about man began to control nature. The Sumer of Mesopotamia possessed the first 

urbann civilization, created by King Gilgamesh of Uruk. The King killed the God of the 

forests,, Chumbaba, a snake. This act changed the fate of civilization. Chumbaba requested 

eternall  life but went to hell. Killin g the God of the forest meant felling the forests to build 

755 Umehara Takeshi 1993: 10-16. 

766 Umehara wrote his thesis on Heidegger. Pwasaki 1989:36] 
Umeharaa 1993: 17. 
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"urba nn civilization." 77 In the remainders of these civilizations, today, no forests are left: they 

aree swallowed by deserts. After  urban civilization moved to Europe, the industrial revolution 

gavee birt h to a new science, an even stronger  weapon against nature. Modern civilization did 

nott  just destroy the forest in its own countries but also the rain-forests in Asia and the 

Amazonn region. Umehara believes Western philosophy played a main role in rationalizing the 

meanss by which to destroy nature. In its stead, Umehara advocates a new world philosophy 

inn which Japanese philosophers play an active part78 For  example, Nishida Kitaro o 

criticizedd the Cartesian duality between subject and object, and united mem;79 famous 

philosopherr  Watsuji Tetsuroo developed the concepts of fuudo and aidagara. Aidagara 

embodiess an ethical relationship between people, just as is the case in Buddhist concepts.80 

Fromm the points of view of Nishida and Watsuji, according to Umehara, it is possible to 

developp an original (Japanese) theory.81 The fuudo, or  climatic environment, of the monsoon 

regionn developed in East-Asia is very different from that of steppes and deserts. According to 

Umehara,, Watsuji'syuudb theory is not Euro-centric but universalist and an achievement of 

Japanesee philosophy. The only thing Umehara finds unconvincing is the absence of the forest 

777 In an other  version of Uns legend left by history in cuneiform script, King Oilgamesh and his friend Enkidn 
defeatt  the guardian of the wicked forest. Chumbaba, who was appointed to protect the cedar  woods by the Ood of the 
Earth,, Enlil . When the two heroes killed Chumbaba. Enlil cursed them and decided to piminh hmwinlriii d by flooding the 
earth,, but he later  regretted i t 

™™ Umehara 1993: 20-3. 

799 po, example, "when I play the piano then I am so involved that the piano is no longer  there, nor  I am We 
havee become one. This situation is a "pur e experience:"  the union of subject and object It is said, according to 
Umehara,, that this description is Zen written down. [Umehara 1993: 24] 

Thee concept of "pur e experience,"  Umehara borrows from Nishida Kitaro o [1870 - 1945], also known as a 
greatt  unifier  of Eastern and Western thought He studied at Tokyo University and taught at Kyoto University. Baaed on 
hiss critical reading of Bergson, James, Kant. Leibnitz, neo-Kaatians, Husseri, Aristotle, Hegel, and Man, he attempted 
too criticize the concept of consciousness, put forth theories of subjectivity and knowledge, and established a new 
philosophicall  logic of basko [place or  Platonic chora] in order  to question the relationship between knowing and 
action.. Some of Us followers formed the Kyoto School, and the New Kyoto School [see note 4. Part I] . In A Study of 
GoodGood [1910], Nishida sketched the basics of a Japanese school of thought based on ideas eclectkally borrowed from 
philosophiess and religions of various origins. His key notion of "pur e experience''  [junsui keiken] attempted to 
redefinee the notion of "no mind"  and satori in Buddhist philosophy. To Nishida, experience meant to follow reality 
withoutt  any preconceptions of it, that is, in a "natural "  way, without attaching any thought or  applying any value 
distinctionss (discrimination) to the experience in it self, [jijits u sono mama] Naming experience, therefore, is outside 
thee realm of pure experience, which is immediate and direct [chokusetsu keiken] Similar  concepts can be found in Chu 
Xi' ss doctrine of man's true nature being identical to external nature; Wang Yangming's mystic concept of the unity of 
thoughtt  and action; the Buddhist notion of samadM (transformation of the mind into the object it contemplates in 
meditation,, as in Umehara's piano example) and, in Heidegger's doctrine of For Augen Sein. [Cf Nishida E1997a: 34-
52;;  O' Leary 1997; for  a critique, see Dale 1995] 

800 For  an elaboration of the concept of aidagara see Hamaguchi Eshun's discussion, see index. 

«« Umehara 1993: 23. 
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inn Watsuji's taxonomy oifitudo. Watsuji compared ih&fuudo of the steppes, the dessert and 

thee monsoon. The first two, Umehara argues are ecological-environmental concepts while 

onlyy the latter focuses on climate. From the start, Umehara opines, Watsuji should have 

selectedd the fuudo of the forest instead of that of monsoon. In the contemporary world, 

accordingg to Umehara, fuudo- theory will be extremely useful.82 Rice civilization exists in 

symbiosiss with the forests: it was born from the forests and, though trees were felled and 

plainss were used as fields for paddies, a part of the forests was left and functioned to keep 

thee land together and retain water necessary for the irrigation of fields. In Japan agriculture 

arrivedd quite late, around 2.000 years ago, and it did not start with wheat but with rice 

cultivation,, a legacy from the forest civilization of hunters and gatherers. When agriculture 

andd animal husbandry were introduced, man interfered with the relationship between man and 

nature.. At present, Umehara concludes, we can do nothing but return to the forest civilization 

off  hunters and gatherers. Umehara believes it feasible to return to nature from a development 

stagee of ultra-sophisticated technology, and agrees with Fukui Kenichi, a Nobel prize winning 

scientist,, who says that from now on we should employ science and technology to respect 

andd worship nature.83 

Inn the theories of Umehara and Yasuda the influence of climate on the evolution of 

nationss and world regions is immense and, similar to biological evolution, its relationship with 

culturee is ambivalent The concept of fuudo, however, is even more complicated than that of 

evolutionn because it also incorporates aspects of culture. To users and protagonists of the 

conceptt and ideology of fuudo, however, its validity reaches beyond the scope of human 

individualss and groups. Even before homo erectus could walk upright, it constituted the 

environmentt that would stage specific kinds of human behaviour, such as axing or chopping. 

ww Umehara 1993: 24-5. 

«33 Umehara 1993: 26-7. 

Fukuii  Kenichi [1918- ?] in 1981 won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry on [ft#RJfc<PSHWfllH] . He served 
ass the director of the University of Industrial Fibres at Kyoto University and as the head of the Research Institute for 
Basicc Science. Although Fukui is an engineer and Umehara a literary man, they feel they share a similar attitude toward 
sciencee and nature. Umehara considers this due to the specific atmosphere at Kyoto University. In spite of his interest 
inn the alpha-sciences, Fukiri ended up studying physics and chemistry, regarding the young discipline of quantum 
mechanicss (1926) as the basis for practical chemistry. As Fukui had decided to concentrate on the foreign theories of 
quantumm mechanics, he read the Bible and Plato in Greek, Descartes and Pascal in French, and Kant, Hegel, Nietzsche 
andd Heidegger in German. Although he was taught by Nishida Kitaroo and Tanabe Hajime, he felt he was becoming 
alienatedd from Japan, and decided to study Japanese culture. Buddhism and history. [Umehara & Fukui 1996] 
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Furthermore,, fuudo constitutes both cause and effect, which makes it an ideal model for 

theoriess that use description to provide a prescription for human behaviour. Killin g the God 

off  the forest is as much an effect of making the step to urban civilization as it is the cause of 

itss down-fell. One must ask, did "the King" have a choice? To academic nationalists, 

however,, the most important characteristic of fuudo is its continuity, favouring a people 

submergedd in the right kind of juudo. The future of this people is blessed with a favourable 

fuudofuudo endowment, unless they come to violate it84 

8.. Digging Up Genetic Roots: The Reappropriation of the Past 

Considerablee efforts have been put into finding the roots of the Japanese people, as is 

witnessedd by the innumerable Nihonjinron publications on the origin and essence of 

Japaneseness.. The case of the Ainu has proved to be one of great cultural complexity and 

politicall  sensitivity.85 Generally, nowadays, the Ainu are believed to be the aborigines of 

Japan,, and, according to some, therefore are more Japanese than the Japanese.86 However, it 

844 This also means, that the King could not win because he had the wrong/uurfo to start with: if he had not 
killedd the snake-God he would have violated bis fuudo by not acting like an urban King, while because be did kil l the 
snake,, the fate of his fuudo was realized and it worsened. 

855 Eighth century Japanese sources first  mentioned the Ainu: they were settled in Hokkaido, on Sachalin and 
onn the Kuri l Islands. Until 1869, Hokkaido, which until 1869 was known as Ezochi, "Ainu-land "  was colonized by 
Japanesee settlers and formally annexed to become part of the Japanese empire. Since andent times, the Ainu have been 
describedd as barbarians, fulfillin g a function as the "racialized other."  allowing the Japanese to contrast themselves 
withh the backward natives who were kept at a distance through tribal law. 

Thee incorporation of Hokkaido into the Japanese state was largely motivated by strategic concerns on the 
partt  of the Tokugawa government, which perceived the Russian expansion in the Far  East as a threat The Ainu became 
subjectss of the Japanese empire and its administration so that tribal law was no longer  recognized. In the 1870s, most 
Ainuu were entered on family registers and given Japanese names. Many were forced to resettle to make room for 
Japanesee colonizers. Government policies toward the Ainu were assimilationist and segregationist at the same time. 
Educationn was aimed at civilizing the Ainu, but given their  "backwardness"  it was of inferior  quality and short duration. 
Evenn the Hokkaido Former Natives Protection Act of 1899, turned out to be means of assimilation as the Ainu were to 
bee transformed into good subjects through the eradication of their  language, customs and values. On the other  hand, 
segregationistt  policies designated the Ainu to outlying parts of villages and towns. Only in the 1970s the Ainu started 
aa revival movement to reassert their  "ethnic"  identity and to define their  relationship to the state [Cf Richard Siddle 
1996] ] 

866 In 1975 a Hokkaido court first  questioned the legitimacy of the term "former  aborigine''  as the official 
expressionn for  Ainu. It was challenged as being inconsistent with equality before the law of all Japanese citizens as 
enshrinedd in Articl e 14 of the Constitution. The collapse of the LDP's [Liberal Democratic Party] one-party rule in 
19933 encouraged Ainu hopes for  official recognition as a distinct minority , that is, for  the creation of a category of 
native-bornn Japanese citizens who are not of Japanese blood. The U.N.'s declaration of 1993 as the year  of aboriginal 
peopless was an important stimulus. Rejecting the conventional defence of Japanese racial and ethnic homogeneity, PM 
Ryuutaroo Hashimoto declared last March, "I t is a fact of history that the Ainu people are aboriginal to Japan "  rjarw n 
Times::  13-5-97] ^ 
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hass taken much trouble for them to obtain recognition as a minority culture.87 Though the 

originss of the Japanese have been the object of long and heated debate, now most researchers 

agreee that the Ainu are the aborigines of Japan, and mat the "later" Japanese came either from 

South-Eastt Asia or North-East Asia. Hanihara Kazuroo proposed the "dual-structure model" 

too explain the population history of the Japanese, including the Okinawa islanders and the 

Ainu.. The model assumes that the first occupants of the Japanese Archipelago came from 

somewheree in Southeast Asia in the Upper Palaeolithic age and that they gave rise to the 

peoplee in the Neolithic Joomon age, or Joomonese; a second wave of migration from Norm-

Eastt Asia followed, and the Yayoi era began; the populations of the lineages intermingled 

onlyy very gradually. Consequently, the dual-structure model assumes that the population 

intermixturee is still going on and that the dual structure of the Japanese population is 

maintainedd even today. According to Hanihara, both physical and cultural regional differences 

inn the Japanese, for example between Eastern and Western Japan, are explained by the 

varyingg rates of intermixture from region to region. In his view, the dual-structure model 

generallyy agrees not only with physical and cultural evidence but also with non-human 

evidencee as revealed by the genetic make-up of, for example, Japanese dogs and mice.88 

Inn 1970, Omoto Keiichi's research into blood-types and proteins showed that the 

Ainu,, who on the basis of the texture of their skin and the shape of their bones were thought 

too be related to Europeans, actually used to live on Honshu, and stem from the same Asian 

rootss as do other Japanese people.89 Omoto rejects the thesis that the Joomon (who were 

shortt of stature, possessed deep facial features and roundly shaped faces) came from South-

877 In 1980, the Japanese government said in a report to the United Nations that no minorit y races exist in 
Japan.. "Japan has no racial minorities"  remarked former  Prime Minister  Nakasone Yasuhiro in 1986, claiming Japan to 
bee a "single-race state."  He gave expression to a common belief in Japan, concerning its ethnic and cultural 
homogeneity.. Since then this belief has been receding. In 1987 Tokyo officially recognized the Ainu as a minorit y 
groupp and the government has enacted a new law designed to preserve Ainu culture and guarantee their  human rights. 

Onn May 8. 1997 the Diet passed the "Law to Promote Ainu Culture and Disseminate Knowledge of Ainu 
Traditions,""  guaranteeing human rights of the Ainu and commits the state to helping them to preserve their  distinct 
culture.. There are 24.000 people who register  themselves as Ainu, but Ainu rights groups say that the actual number  is 
moree lik e 50,000, less than 1 percent of Japan's 124 million population. The new Ainu law replaces the 1899 
Hokkaidoo Former Aborigine Protection Law. [Japan Times: 13-5-97] It contains implici t recognition of an ethnic 
minority ,, but it fails to designate the Ainu explicitly as a a legal Japanese aboriginal minority ; this has been affirmed in 
aa separate non-binding resolution. The new law is thought to bolster  a growing Ainu cultural revival movement in 
termss of support for  cultural festivals and establishing a literar y award for  works in the Ainu language. 

888 Hanihara Kazuroo E1991. 

«99 Omoto Keiichi 1996. 
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Eastt  Asia and that the Yayoi (who were tall and had flat faces) came from North-East Asia. 

Inn feet, Omoto maintains, genetic research shows that the Ainu came from groups similar  to 

thosee of North-East Asia, but arrived in Hokkaido earlier  than did the Yayoi. Omoto's thesis 

iss that the Joomon's ancestors came from North-East Asia, and mat, thereafter, new groups 

enteredd Japan from North-East Asia to form the Yayoi by mingling partly with the old 

Joomonn groups. It also explains that the Ainu are genetically close to the Okinawans and that 

thee Hondo (main island, Japan Proper) Japanese are genetically close to the people from the 

Koreann Peninsula.90 

Butt  how to explain the drastic differences in facial appearance and hairiness between 

thee Ainu and Wajin?91 In the late palaeolithic period, there were populations with generalized 

morphologicall  features in East Asia: Proto-Mongoloids. During the last glacial age, which 

peakedd some 20.000 years ago, populations of North-Eastern Asia suffering from extreme 

coldnesss phenotypically sustained a drastic change due to adaptation. The results of mis 

changee include the flattened face, stocky body-build, and flat eyelid with Mongoloid fold, and 

hairlessness.. The populations isolated in the Japanese archipelago did not suffer  from this 

extremee cold. After  the glacial period and, by then, aftermath of the neolithic revolution, the 

populationss of North-Eastern Asia, the so-called Neo-Mongoloids, experienced a drastic 

populationn expansion, and some of them migrated into Japan through the Korean peninsula. 

Inn contrast with the newcomers, the Ainu may have been the last of the native population of 

Japann who were phenotypically the least affected by the glacial period.92 

Thee question of the relationship between the Ainu and "Japanese"  is very important to the 

debatee on the origins of Japan, especially to Umehara Takeshi. Because the Ainu for  a long 

Ti rs t l y ,, it is shown by the genetic distance and cluster  analyses that three ethnic groups of Japan, namely, 
thee Wajin {Japanese], the Ainu and the Ryukyuan, are clearly distinguished from each other. Among them, particularl y 
thee Wajin has the genes supposedly introduced from the continental north-east Asiaa through Korea in high frequencies. 
Secondly,, it is demonstrated that the Ainu belongs to the Mongoloid race, rather  than to the Caucasoid Their 
phenotypee features are explained as generalized Proto-Mongoloid characters. Thirdly , the genetic link between the 
Ainuu and the Ryukyuan is suggested genetically, and they both are considered to be descendants of Proto-Japanese 
populations.. Fourthly, several cases of gene frequency dine are observed, suggesting that relatively large number  of 
immigrantss came through Korean peninsula to north-eastern Kyushu and then spread eastwanfly and southwardly since 
thee Yayoi period"  [Omoto Keiichi E1992: 131-45} 

9191 Wajin V A: the Japanese. Literall y "peace people." 

«« Omoto 1990: 142. 
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timee were believed to constitute a branch of the Caucasian race, Umehara argues, 

anthropologists,, archaeologists and linguists had neglected them. Therefore, it became 

impossiblee to establish a Nihonjinron.93 In order to explain the continuity and differences 

betweenn the Joomon and the Ainu, according to Hanihara, the concept of "small evolution" is 

required944 The Kinki people for a long time had been thought to be the centre of Japanese 

culturee but, racially they now appear to be the "least Japanese" and rather like "foreigners" 

[gaikokujin].955 Even though it is not entirely sure that the Ainu and Ryukyuans belong to the 

samee race, Hanihara reasons, they probably have preserved characteristics of the people of 

thee Joomon era. In other words, Umehara opines, it would be better to think of them as a race 

whichh has preserved the characteristics of the Ancient Mongolians.96 Hanihara confirms mis, 

believingg it is highly probable that the Proto-Mongoloids moved to Japan during the Diluvial 

epochh in order to avoid the cold (they were not yet resistant to cold). Hanihara points out, 

however,, that the Proto-Mongoloids have probably evolved into Neo-Mongoloids by 

acquiringg new traits (small regional evolution).97 Judging from current research, Hanihara 

claims,, it is thought that the people from the Joomon age, in the absence of much 

interbreedingg [konketsu Sift] or population replacement, have undergone a "small evolution" 

intoo the present Japanese under the influence of the environment and culture. Therefore, it is 

nott appropriate to revive the "Joomon era equals Ainu" thesis or the "inbreeding" thesis 

withoutt redressing it with the concept of small evolution first98 

933 Umehara Takeshi & Hanihara Kazuroo 1962: 102-3. 

944 Umehara &  Hanihara 1982: 130. 

955 Umehara &  Hanihara 1982: 139. 

966 Umehara &  Hanihara 1982: 150. 
977 Regionality: chi'Udsei *É4M£. 
Umeharaa & Hanihara 1982: 154. 

988 [Umehara &  Hanihara 1982: 155-6] 
Thee Ainu are different from the Wajin in thatt  they are not resistant to the cold, resembling the Ancient Mongoloids, but 
havee the Joomon people as ancestors in common with, the Wajin. They started to differ  culturall y from one another 
directlyy after  the Joomon era. During the Yayoi period more cold resistant people came to Japan via Korea. They 
especiallyy interbred with the population in the West, notably the Kink i region. There is clear  evidence of regionality 
inn Japan The Wajin [Japanese] of the Yayoi era interbred with the immigrants, probably from a cold region such as 
Siberiaa (skeletons in Doigahama are similar  to those from Siberia). They probably came in from the Korean peninsula 
throughh Northern Kyushu and before long established the Japanese kingdom. So then are two types of Japanese: the 
Kink ii  [the country around Kyoto] type and the Ainu type. Nevertheless, the differences between the two types have 
startedd to disappear  since Taisboo and Showa, as a result of intermarriage. [Umehara &  Hanihara 1982: 157-8] 
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Thee two theories of Omoto and Hanihara show there is no agreement on where 

exactlyy the Japanese come from and in what order  the various groups of migrants have 

enteredd Japan. Omoto argues that the different groups have all come from the North, while 

Haniharaa thinks the first groups came from South-West Asia In order  to support his dual-

structuree thesis, Hanihara inserted a "small evolution"  theory to explain that the Ainu have 

evolvedd since the Joomon era without having interbred with the Yayoi people. In this way, 

accordingg to Umehara, the Ainu could have evolved biologically and at the same time have 

preservedd their  proto-Mongoloid traits, or  represent the native population "least 

phenotypicallyy affected."  Thus the Ainu and Ryukyuans are not only the newly found 

ancestorss of the Japanese but also turn out to be the only peoples to have preserved the 

characteristicss of the Proto-Mongoloids. Umehara even appoints the Ainu and Ryukyuans as 

thee ancestors of the entire Mongoloid race: not only do the Ainu and Wajin (Japanese) have 

thee Joomon as ancestors, somehow the Joomon also are the offspring of the Ancient 

Mongoloids,, whose features have been preserved in Japan in the Ainu and Ryukyuans. 

Thee idea mat ancient cultural features, social forms, hunting habits, art and language 

havee been preserved in the Ainu has inspired contemporary artists and academics in their 

work.""  Umehara, Yasuda and others have been stimulated by the Ainu in the formulation of 

theirr  thoughts about future world-society. Formerly rootless Wajin, not only are being linked 

too China through the recognition of the Ainu as a biological link with the past and the 

Mongoloidd race, but also through a shared "rice-culture. "  Interestingly, Japanese academic 

nationalistss that tend to fraternize with China, such as Umehara and Yasuda, are hesitant to 

pointt  out the Confucian, Buddhist, Taoist, Zen and Chinese-character  link as the basis for  a 

sharedd culture, or  even deny the relevance of these links by referring to processes of 

indigenization,, but are happy to mark rice cultivation as the basis of the historical and cultural 

identityy they have in common. Thus, bom China and Japan are involved in archaeological 

researchh in the South of China (in the South-Western province of Sichuan), where they 

contrastt  ancient Chinese civilization based on rice culture with the northern heartland along 

999 Dancers dance Ainu dance and wear  Ainu clothing and perform bear  hunts, and plays that have been based 
onn the Ainu. At the start of March 1997, the first  Ainu-language newspaper  was unveiled [Japan Times: 11-6V97] 
However,, after  a century of assimilation and intermarriage with Japanese, there are few Ainu who are master  of their 
language.. Actually, linguists and scholars are the main subscribers to the quarterly publication. [Japan Times 13-5-
97]. . 
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thee Yellow river, where wheat cultivation (and other grains, but without rice as a staple crop) 

andd animal husbandry are more common. However, it is hard to see how the rice-growers can 

succeedd in persuading the "West" to return to the forests as Western climate, Cartesian 

thought,, and the disappearance of the forests hamper their acquisition of a profound 

understandingg of nature. Nor is it easy to see how, at present, scholars in China wil l abandon 

modernizationn efforts in order to look for themselves in the forests, even though Chinese and 

Asiann tradition have been turned into sources for the search of alternative ways of 

modernizingg the countryside without turning China into one big urban civilization. l 0° 

9.. Natural Group Categories in Short 

Distinctionss made between groups based on what are perceived as natural markers are quite 

rigid,rigid, in the sense that boundaries are erected between units of comparison mat are hard to 

overcome.. After all, as sources for creating absolute difference, natural categories of 

distinctionn such as genetic make-up, climatic change and environment, the brain, and blood, 

aree chosen for their overpowering influence over human alterabilrry. 

Naturall  markers facilitate symbolic manipulation on the basis of meanings extracted 

fromm what is perceived as natural, provide crude means of discrimination, and legitimize and 

consolidatee rigid divisions in social organization and in the distribution of power over society. 

Thee natural character of such categories refers to the way they are thought of as natural, and 

byy implication considered unalterable, traditional, and inclined to natural balance. Academics 

whoo habitually apply such categories in the analysis of social behaviour are bound to have 

rigidrigid and static notions about the potentials of human development, and may regard cultural 

andd political factors as a result of a "natural" process of the development of human society. 

Naturall  categories have implications also for the ways in which culture is viewed. For 

example,, sometimes the concept of "Chinese race/nation" [Zhonghua Minzu] is regarded as a 

raciall  concept though in other contexts it is not. Even though the practice of labelling people 

tooo The audience of Umehara and Yasuda is mainly located in Japan, even though some of Umehara's work has 
beenn translated into English and Chinese. Even though Umehara has headed the International Research Centre for 
Japanesee Studies, which maintains its purpose is the enhancement of international mutual understanding, not many 
foreignerss have openly announced their  support of Nichibunken's activities, though quite a a few have made use of the 
elaboratee research facilities and attractive financial remuneration it offers to visiting scholars. Though in Japan 
Umeharaa draws a lot of popular  support and regularly appears on t.v„  in the newspapers, and at symposia, many of his 
academicc colleagues distance themselves from his views. 
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cann always be regarded in the light of the politics of producing difference, it is of great 

relevancee to specify what kind of boundaries are erected between categories and therefore 

whatt  kind of classification system is deployed. The use of some concepts of discrimination, 

suchh as the genetic differentiation marker, may convey an impression of cruel racial 

discrimination.. In retrospect, its usage may turn out relatively innocent and be based on a 

misplacedd emphasis on cultural difference, as is often the case in the use of the notion of 

"cultura ll  gene."  The use of "Zhonghua,"  for  example, apart from political, has both racial and 

culturall  connotations, depending on the timing of its use, and the background and frame of 

thoughtt  of the author. 

AA discussion of the various interpretations of Zhonghua's [China's] origin showed 

theree is no disagreement on its origins. And more so than an objective account of the people 

whoo happened to roam in what is now officiall y considered Chinese territory , specific 

strategiess seem to characterize accounts of a nation projected into the past It seems to be 

importantt  to academic nationalists that the history of the nation is longer  compared to those 

off  others, and its evolutionary continuity is used as a way of strengthening the claim of the 

first,first,  while indications for  the origins of the nation to be the origin of something even bigger 

strengthenss the national claim even more. It is found in Jia Lanpo's claim that original 

civilizationn can be found in historic China, and in Umehara's claim that the Ainu, the 

offspringg of the Joomon, have preserved the trait s of the proto-Mongolians, and therefore 

carryy the origins of the "yellow race"  in them. In order  to strengthen contemporary "unity, " 

academicc nationalism is concerned with ways of explaining away earlier  strife, dominance and 

warr  between earlier  occupants of national territory . The unity of plurality-thesis [M u 

Hongli] ,, the dialectical laws between unity and differentiation [Chen Liankai] , the unity of 

differentt  races, and "coherent force"  [L i Shaolian] are favourite constructs of national 

unification.. They indicate the existence of natural laws of human behaviour  in history, though 

miraculouslyy these laws do not apply to "th e West"  For  example, the European imperium 

hadd no such dialectics or  coherent force, and was therefore bound to collapse and become 

weak.. This coherent force finds its expression in nature through the "blood"  and the 

interbreedingg of the superior  elements of various "races."  [L i Shaolian] Many socialist 

scholars,, in contrast with Confucian academic nationalists, do not mind referring to Chinese 
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historyy as one of violent Spencerian contention In this view, struggle is not the agent of 

collapsee but a natural source of becoming healthy necessary to a dialectical development of 

self-strengthening,, that is, evolutionary survival. 

Onee feature of theories of chosen peoples is the appointment of a particular people as 

thee saviour of human kind. Such a people is endowed with special features, passed on to 

posteriorityy genetically, though the brain, language, and blood Some such theories are 

complex,, and are a for cry from the crude racism that is at the root of theories of Apartheid 

Nevertheless,, the boundaries such theories erect are just as far-fetched, and generate a 

stubbornn form of alienation between groups. The work of Yooroo Takeshi exemplifies a use 

off  natural categories (brain; body) in defining culture in terms of the "unconscious," the brain 

andd the body. To Yooroo, the West, civilization, globalization and urbanization symbolize 

thee process of (unconscious) culture yielding control to conscious regulation. In Japan this 

culturee has been preserved through the arts, instinctively understood by people who live in 

thee same natural region. A tension exists between regions as a result of the effect of 

unconsciouss cultural differences, ultimately rooted in the body. The rift between Yooroo's 

culturall  region and others cannot be bridged, unless the entire world becomes urbanized and 

brainizedd Otherwise culture is untranslatable: the body anchors it in the unconscious, and 

culturall  memory is imprinted on the brain for thousands of years previously. Yooroo's work 

showss how a combination of an extreme form of cultural relativism, material culture and 

teleologjcall  evolution model can lead to the construction of a racial gap between peoples. 

Exampless of other ways of using natural categories to create distance between peoples 

includee the creation of a gap between peoples by comparing their relative distance to the 

distancee between animal species and a people, ascribing differences to peoples based on 

millenniaa of climatic change and social evolution. An interesting example is the theory that 

actuallyy takes pride in inferring the closeness between Our people and monkey species. 

Imanishi'ss theory of group evolution and Tsunoda's linguistic brain thesis enabled Kawai 

Masaoo to isolate Japan from both the West and China. Kawai creates a great distance 

betweenn the Japanese and Oobei-ans, greater than the one between the Japanese and 

macaquess who understand one another intuitively and instinctively. The West and Japan are 

presentedd as extremely different: Western individuals can only think in rational terms of laws 
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andd numbers, while the Japanese have reached a high level in the evolution of species due to 

theirr  instinctive group-behaviour, and by assigning genetic causes to the various cultural 

differencess between peoples. The racism, and deterministic ideologies in some of the 

exampless provided seem very obvious to observing outsiders, but all of them are related to 

thee way we frame and define our  research units. In some cases it makes sense to use the 

nationn as a framework of comparison, especially when we compare the effects of nation-state 

policies,, but we always need to check whether  the effects we ascribe to such policies are not 

causedd by other  circumstances that are not related to a particular  national policy. Similarly , 

climatee influences the ways in which communities are organized, but we have to pause to 

thinkk about how we define the community (nationally, regionally, locally: how do we 

determinee its boundaries?) and how we differentiate climate from other  influences. 

Thee assumption that cultural change follows transformations in the climatic 

environment,, objectively, measured over  thousands of years, makes sense only if we want to 

investigatee trends in climatic transformation over  long periods of time, and deduce 

conclusionss about long-term changes so that humans can try and adjust their  behaviour  to the 

generall  patterns they find. I£ however, an analysis of environmental change over  millennia 

enabless only some humans of a specific nationality to change the course of world history in a 

feww years according to a neatly worked out plan, it is likely that we are dealing with an 

ideologyy of the Chosen People; i£ according to the plan, this People is to lead the world back 

intoo the past (such as to the forests lif e of the Joomon) for  the next couple often thousands 

off  years, then we should consider  the realization of this plan an extraordinary defeat of 

statisticall  chance. It is the fallacy of using universalist long-term approaches for  providing 

culturall  short-term answers. 

Conceptss that describe long-term processes of development such as evolution, 

climate,, and fuudo are complicated as in academic nationalism their  relationship to culture is 

ambivalentt  The concept of fuudo turned out to be even more complicated than that of 

evolutionn because it does not even define itself against culture, but incorporates aspects of it. 

Too users and protagonists of the concept and ideology of fuudo, its validity reaches beyond 

thee scope of human individuals and groups. Furthermore, fuudo constitutes both cause and 

effect,, which makes it an ideal model for  theories that use description to provide a 
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prescriptionn for human behaviour. To academic nationalists, however, the most important 

characteristicc of fuudo is that it has an enormous power of continuity, and favours a people 

submergedd in the right kind of Juudo. 

Thee reappropriation of the past by idealizing minorities as ancient ideal-types, and 

turningg them into the carriers of the past by anchoring it in their genes, language and culture is 

onee way of creating a unique national identity. Celebrating the ascribed characteristics of a 

minorityy that is so much weakened that its language has to be sustained by academic journals, 

itss rights defended by lawyers, and its life-style appropriated by the trend setters of the 

expressionn of nostalgia makes any objective approach to its culture politically vulnerable. The 

ideaa that ancient cultural features, social forms, hunting habits, art and language have been 

preservedd in the Ainu has inspired contemporary artists and academics in their work. 

Umehara,, Yasuda and others have been stimulated by their object of research, the Ainu, in the 

formulationn of their thoughts about future world-society. Formerly rootless Wajin not only 

havee been linked to China through the recognition of the Ainu as a biological link with the 

pastt and the Mongoloid race, but also through a shared "rice-culture." Interestingly, Japanese 

academicc nationalists that tend to fraternize with China, such as Umehara and Yasuda, are 

hesitantt to point out the Confucian, Buddhist, Taoist, Zen and Chinese-character link as the 

basiss for a shared culture, or even deny the relevance of these links by referring to processes 

off  indigenization, but are happy to mark rice cultivation as the basis of the historical and 

culturall  identity they have in common. Thus, both China and Japan are involved in 

archaeologicall  research in the South of China (in the South-Western province of Sichuan), 

wheree they contrast ancient Chinese civilization based on rice culture with the northern 

heartlandd along the Yellow river, where wheat cultivation (and other grains, but without rice 

ass a staple crop) and animal husbandry are more common. However, it is hard to see how the 

rice-growerss can succeed in persuading the "West" to return to the forests as Western climate, 

Cartesiann thought, and the disappearance of the forests hamper their acquisition of a 

profoundd understanding of nature. 


